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Declaration of Cory Doctorow

1
2

DECLARATION OF CORY DOCTOROW
I, CORY DOCTOROW, declare as fallaws:

3
4

I.

I am the ca-awner .of CarDac-Ca, Ltd (UK), a member .of Happy Mutants, LLC.

5

Happy Mutants, LLC is the .owner and aperatar .of the website knawn as "Baing

6

Baing," lacated at the Internet address www.baingbaing.net ("Baing Baing"). I am

7

.one .of the editars and .owners .of the "Baing Baing" website and weblag (.or

8

"blag"). I knaw all .of the fallawing facts .of my awn persanal knawledge and, if

9

called and swam as a witness, cauld and wauld testify campetently thereta.

10
11

2.

I am a writer and jaurnalist, and the authar .of five navels and numeraus shart

12

staries and navellas. My fictianal wark has included the navels "Dawn and Out In

13

The Magic Kingdam" (which wan the 2004 Locus Award and was naminated far

14

the 2005 Nebula Award) and "Little Brother" (currently naminated far the 2008

15

Nebula Award and the 2009 Prometheus Award), the Lacus Award-winning shart

16

stary callectian "Overclacked," and the shart stary/navellette "I, Rabat" (which

17

wan the 2006 Lacus A ward and was naminated far the 2005 Huga Award and the

18

2005 British Science Fictian Assaciatian award) In 2000, I received the Jahn W.

19

Campbell award far "Best New Writer." I write and speak frequently an issues

20

pertaining ta capyright and technalagy rights, and 1 am the authar .of "Can tent:

21

Selected Essays an Technalagy, Creativity, Capyright, and the Future .of the

22

Future."

23
24

3.

The Baing Baing blag and website launched in January 2000, as the .online

25

incarnatian .of a print magazine first published in 1988 by Mark Frauenfelder and

26

Carla Sinclar. The .online editian was created by Mark Frauenfelder, and aver the

27

next three years, added three ca-editars: David Pescavitz, Xeni Jardin, and me.

28

Xeni, David, and Mark and I all knew each ather thraugh .our wark in technalagy
1
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journalism world. (Among other things, all four of us have contributed articles to

2

Wired Magazine.) Additionally, Xeni Jardin is a regular technology commentator

3

for National Public Radio, and David Pescovitz is co-author of the book "Reality

4

Check" and has contributed to Scientific American, Popular Science, the New York

5

Times, the Washington Post, New Scientist, and Business 2.0.

6
7

4.

In 2004, David Pescovitz, Xeni Jardin, Mark Frauenfelder, and I formed an LLC

8

called "Happy Mutants," which owns and manages the Baing Baing website.

9

Baing Baing now attracts over II million visitors per month, and has won every

10

major award in the field, including the Weblog Awards for "Weblog of the Year,"

II

"Best Group Weblog," "Best American Weblog" and others. It is widely cited and

12

linked to, and its editors have been named to Forbes Magazine's "Most Influential

13

Web Celebrities" and similar lists for several years running.

14
15

5.

In 2007, Baing Baing created a second "spin-off' website, Baing Baing Gadgets

16

{"BBGadgets") (www.gadgets.boingboing.net). overseen by a full-time staff

17

member and two contractors, including Rob Beschizza. Beschizza is a technology

18

journalist and frequent contributor to Wired Magazine. In 2009, a third website,

19

Baing Baing Offworld (a site about games and gaming) (www.offworld.com) was

20

spun out, overseen by Brandon Boyer. Baing Baing TV {"BBTV")

21

(www.tv.boingboiniJ.net).adaily short video program, was created in 2007, and is

22

overseen by Xeni Jardin. BBTV has been extraordinarily well received, and is

23

syndicated to a variety of channels, including seat-back video on Virgin America

24

airline.

25
26

6.

The editorial focus of Baing Baing has always been the nexus of culture,

27

technology, politics and art. In a typical day, Baing Baing editors post

28

approximately 50 or 60 short items, sourced from reader suggestions or discovered

2
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independently through review of hundreds of websites, newsfeeds and other

2

sources. These items typically consist of a short blurb, a quotation from the site

3

under discussion (sometimes including a video clip or still image) and a link to the

4

site. Each item also includes a message-board in which readers, contractor

5

moderators, and the editors discuss the post, in civil but often vigorous fashion

6

(think of a heated, happy discussion around a table at a really good dinner party).

7

8

7.

9

Like most online journals, the Boing Boing website is largely supported by
advertising. However, none of our advertisers (which range from test prep

10

companies to electronics retailers to mattress stores) have any input or editorial

11

control over the content posted to Boing Boing. Boing Boing does not sell (and

12

never has sold) any telephone product, voice-over IP ("VOIP") product, or any

13

other product that competes with MagicJack.

14
15

8.

Boing Boing's verbal style typically is hyperbolic, acerbic, or wry. That is

16

intentional. Among the approaches that Boing Boing takes is to use humor to

17

influence technological policy, law and norms to the advantage of citizens and

18

consumers. Underneath its humorous or irreverent presentation, the intent of the

19

site (and of the articles) is often very serious.

20
21

9.

Boing Boing and its subsidiary sites (Boing Boing Gadgets, Boing Boing Offword,

22

and BBTV) have a long history of productive intervention in policy, law, and rights

23

issues. For example, from 2003-2006 I attended the Broadcast Treaty negotiations

24

at the United Nations' World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva as an

25

NGO Observer on behalf of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. While doing so, I

26

published daily transcriptions of the negotiations and publicized them through

27

Boing Boing. These were widely read, republished and commented upon in the

28

media of many nations, prompting calls to several national delegations from their
3
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capitals, and changing the direction of the treaty negotiation (it was shelved in 2007

2

and replaced with a new treaty discussion, the "Access to Knowledge" treaty,

3

whose drafting took place through an online effort also publicized through Boing

4

Boing).

5

6

10.

Boing Boing also has taken a leading role in criticizing abusive, unfair and

7

censorious behavior from corporations and commercial firms all over the world.

8

For example, Boing Boing's coverage of the use by Sony-BMG of a software

9

"rootkit" (Le. an invasive software program) to prevent copying of its CDs by

10

consumers has been widely cited by scholars. It also was used by petitioners to

11

Digital Rights Management proceedings that took place before the Federal Trade

12

Commission.

13

11.

Boing Boing also has a long track record of coverage and advocacy related to

14

international issues of justice. Xeni Jardin and BBTV have reported extensively on

15

the struggle for self-determination in Burma, China, and Tibet, as well as on

16

indigenous rights issues in Central America and Africa. Boing Boing was a

17

sponsor of the British Convention on Modem Liberty, and has spearheaded many

18

lawmaker-outreach campaigns related to European and UK law. Boing Boing's

19

material on copyright laws has been quoted in New Zealand and Canadian

20

parliamentary speeches.

21

22

12.

One area to which Boing Boing has devoted particular attention is that of license

23

agreements and terms of service (sometimes known as "End User License

24

Agreements," or "EULAs"). Boing Boing and its editors consistently have taken

25

the strong view that these one-sided adhesion contracts are a public nuisance, as

26

well as a means by which corporations substitute "private law" for hard-won

27

consumer rights. In the past nine years, Boing Boing has reported on abusive

28

EULAs affixed to fruit, fabric, and friendship. We have mocked the 57-page

4
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EULA that Disney subjects children to in order to watch the Blu-Ray version of

2

Sleeping Beauty, doctors whose EULA forbids patients from publicly complaining

3

about the care they receive, and the Department of Homeland Security EULA that

4

foreigners assent to in order to look up information about visitors' visas. We also

5

have reported on the EULAs that criminals affix to the malicious software they sell

6

to other criminals, the EULAs university professors have to agree to at

7

ApplyYourself.com in order to provide a letter of reference for their students, even

8

EULAs that incorporate dozens of other EULAs by reference. A true and correct

9

copy of numerous articles discussing various EULAs collectively are attached

10

hereto as Exhibit I. All of these articles (along with many others) can be located at

11

the BoingBoing website, which offers a searchable index of all posted content.

12
13

13.

The use (and abuse) of EULAs by private corporations to limit consumer remedies

14

and obtain waivers of privacy rights is a particular area of focus for me. I have

15

written about EULAs in many contexts. I also taught in a Master'slPhD program

16

while holding a Fulbright Chair at the University of Southern California's

17

Annenberg School of Communications, in which the abuse of EULAs was the

18

subject of research of one of my graduate students. This student, Andy Sternberg,

19

created a website called "The Small Print Project" that gathered up hundreds of

20

abusive EULAs and analyzed them. Sternberg later assumed management of a

21

project I spearhead known as "ReasonableAgreement." ReasonableAgreement

22

makes t-shirts and stickers available (at cost), bearing the following text:
READ CAREFULLY. By reading this material, you agree, on
behalf of your employer, to release me from all obligations and
waivers arising from any and all NON-NEGOTIATED agreements,
licenses, terms-of-service, shrinkwrap, clickwrap, browsewrap,
confidentiality, non-disclosure, non-compete and acceptable use
policies ("BOGUS AGREEMENTS") that I have entered into with
your employer, its partners, licensors, agents and assigns, in
perpetuity, without prejudice to my ongoing rights and privileges.
You further represent that you have the authority to release me from
any BOGUS AGREEMENTS on behalf of your employer.

23
24
25
26
27

28
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A true and correct copy of excerpts from the "ReasonableAgreement" website is attached hereto as

2

Exhibit 2.

3
4

14.

I understand that a lawsuit has been filed by Magic Jack against Happy Mutants

5

arising from a post by BBGadgets editor Rob Beschizza entitled "MagicJack's

6

EULA says it will spy on you and force you into arbitration" (the "Beschizza

7

Post"). The Beschizza Post was posted on or about April 14, 2008. A true and

8

correct copy of the Beschizza Post, along with all of the public comment thereto, is

9

attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

10
11

15.

The Beschizza Post is very typical of Boing Boing posts that criticize or mock

12

overbearing corporate EULAs, and uses the same hyperbole and humor that is

13

characteristic of Boing Boing. Boing Boing has no particular animosity towards

14

MagicJack, nor has it ever sought to sell or market any competing product or

15

service. Additionally, Boing Boing's purpose in posting the Beschizza Post was

16

not to expose the flaws or extol the virtues of the MagicJack product. Rather,

17

Boing Boing's intent was to make the public aware (and provide yet another

18

concrete example) of the types of waivers and forfeitures of consumer rights that

19

companies demand as a condition to the use of their products. In the case of

20

MagicJack, we wanted to focus public attention on the EULA's privacy provision,

21

which forces users to allow MagicJack to analyze telephone numbers they call for

22

advertising purposes. We believed then (and continue to believe) that most

23

consumers do not closely read EULAs and that MagicJ ack users would be

24

surprised and disturbed to learn that MagicJack was analyzing the telephone

25

numbers they call in order to direct advertising to them.

26
27
28

16.

Prior to being served with this lawsuit, Boing Boing never received any
communication from any representative of MagicJack concerning the Beschizza

6
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Post, including any request that the Beschizza Post be removed or edited. As far as

2

I am aware, MagicJack did not post any comments about the Bechizza Post in the

3

"comments" section of the webpage containing the Beschizza Post. (However, I

4

understand that MagicJ ack did slightly revise its EULA and also changed the

5

functioning of the "ticker" on its homepage).

6
7

17.

Based on my review of MagicJack's complaint, I also understand that MagicJack

8

claims that the Beschizza Post was re-posted by an anonymous user (using

9

username EXPOSEtheHYPOCRITES) on a website entitled

10

www.mywebblogs.com. Neither Baing Baing nor Happy Mutants has any

II

affiliation or connection with www.myweblogs.com or any person using the

12

username EXPOSEtheHYPOCRlTES. EXPOSEtheHYPOCRlTES certainly is not

13

a username used by any member of Happy Mutants.

14
15

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct.

16
17

Executed on April 15, 2009, at London, United Kingdom.

18

19
20
21
Cory Doctorow

22
23
24

25
26
27

28
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Repo Man with LARPers: "Unhand Thine
Prius!" (ridiculous video)
POSTED BY XEiNI JARDlfj, APRIL 14, 20094:31 PM I.E."-~_MAI,WJS

mailstation Z
IlIGITAI. MbJUNG SYSTEM

BB pal Alex Ringis says, "A sign of the
financial times: Live action roleplaying geeks in full costume with fake weapons and in a
reality vortex, Repo-bounty hunters, there to repossess the 'Wizard's' Toyota Prius.
BIZARRE video e~sues.1I
.-"-,

II.
.

YOU'RE PROBABLY TOO LATE TO BUY THE

Vector FM and I<OAA Weather Alert
R"dlowltl> Flashllsht- 2 Pack
t,EXT TlHE, RE'1E\'-"m~R TO Ci-ECK

wool!

·It's an episode of the TruTV show Operation Repo, titled "Unhand Thine Prius.:'

Caveat view-or. as one commenter noted, it's very likely that this "reality" show is
presenting a. staged or highly modified version of "reality." S.o, take it as seriously as one
might take a friendly fellow in a wizard costume, casting spells in the park.
posted in: ECONOM)', EMOTIONAL, fYNN)',

!pi

DISCUSS (15)

. , FAVORITE THISI (0)

~AM-,,§,

iIilIi

.HAf'EY MUTAN'(§
SEND THIS TO A

i1J1 ~ Buz.:.~!,! :

FRIEND
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..

-
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Woman publishes book full of text messages sent to her
http;//www.boingboing.net/
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dead husband's cell phone
POSTED BY ~JillL,I.ARo.L~, APRIL 14, 2009 4:14 PM I E-~BMA!.).NK

Over at BBGadgets, Our .!,is. ~tal'ama has im incredible post up about a widow in J.apan
who is publishing an anthology of text messages she sent to her loved one, after his death.
Her husband, Motoo, was diagnosed with mesothelioma in 2006, probably from the
steel pipe factory he worked at. He got worker's camp, but the disease ultimately
destroyed his lungs and left him with hallucinations for the remainder of his life .
. ,Shocked, the widowed Fukuda started sending text messages to her dead husband

every time she thought of something she wanted to say to him, Things like: "I
couldn't live if 1 didn't think you were still beside me. 1 can't live [without you], I'm
crying every day" and "I want to call you 'Otosan' to my heart's content. Why do you
have to be inside such'a small urn?" Every time she sent a message, the phone by his
home shrine vibrated (she made sure it was always charged).

''-,

Woman publishes book full of text messages sent to hede@ husb_'!!)d'!LGeltp'ho.!l~ (BBG)

posted in: EMOTIONAL,
•
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FRIEND
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Moment of Bladerunner Fanperson-ism: Props
POSTED BY ~1ili.1 JARJlJl!!., APRIL 14,20094:11 PM

http://www.boingboing.net/
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Joel at Baing Baing Gadgets has an, awesome post up with props from BZade_RulJJler and

http://www.boingboing.net/
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other great sci-fi movies. Deckard's gun is amazing, but my favorite is the manual for the
Voight-Kampff machine, used to evaluate replicant/human status in test subjects. P.r@~

(BB Gadgets, via MeN)
Previously:
• Comic book of "Do Andrgig,Ulream of ElectricJ1.b.egp.1"-:..!~Qi.1lJL~.Q.i.Ilg
• BBtv - Blade Runner LEGO Spinner Car: Syd Mead with Joel Johnson,~
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BBtv - Svd Mead with Joel Johnson, part 3: BLADE R]JNNE.!!.c.::.Jic;}}g.llo.i.l!g
New Blade Runner: OMG Deckard is a [REDACTED1.::l1.cjntioil)g
And now, we pause for a Bladerunner origami unicorn moment ~ Boing.~
Baing Baing tv: Blade Runner - Baing Baing
Interview with Ridley Scott. Blade Runner: The Final M:. BO.ing Baing
Blade Runner LEGO - Baing Baing
Blade Runner turns 25: an appreciation by Mythbuster Adam Sa~~.!.!!
BBtv - Svd Mead with Joel Johnson, part 3: BLADE RUNNER. - Boing..!loil)g

posted in: GADGETS
•

FAVORITE THISI (0)

m

SEND THIS TO A

Bill I~
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.

FRIEND

Simulated crime-scene bathroom accessories
. POSTED BY

QQBX..P-.P.CIQI'\Q.W, APRIL 14, 2009 2:12 PM I P_EBM8.~!NK

http://www.boingboing.netl
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Worried about not making a good impression o~ the date youtvejust brought over to your

place for a nightcap? Spice up the bathroom with these matching bloody bathmats and
shower curtains!

. Blood Bath Mat
Blood Bath Shower Curtain

(via Street Anatomy)
posted in:

FUNNY, GADG~IS, !:!AE'.~.M\JTANT$., Q!;~J.(m

. . DISCU$S (18)

•

FAVORITE THISI (1)

\l!l!! SE;ND THIS Te A

~ !~ BuzZ_u~!;

FRIEND

Multi-level marketing spam for child-fingerprinting
operation
, PO$TED BY ,CORY DOCTOROW, APRIL 14, 2009 2:08 PM I !:.~Ml\l,IN~

This maybe the creep.jest spam I've ever received. In this multi-level marketing scam, you
terrorize local parents into coming to your business to have their children fingerprinted

(Why fingerprinted? Presumably to ease identification of their mutilated remains -- don'!
you feel safer already?) by the local cops. This, in turn, gets you a bunch of potential

http://www.boingboing.net/
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customers to buy whatever junk your business sells.

Introducing Operation Kidsafe
Operation Kidsafe is a completely turnkey program designed by child safety expert MarkJ. Bolt- that will deliver a huge number of parents and potential new
. customers. Parents will bring their children to your location to have their children
fingerprinted and photographed using the same technology and equipment that is
used by the U.S. Secret Service and FBI. In the event their child ever goes missing,
they will have this information to provide to their local police department to assist
in the safe return of their child.
Completely Turnkey- Operation Kidsafe coordinates the entire event. Local Police
and Fire Departments attend. 10,000 flyers are distributed throughout the
community to Churches, -Schools, Day cares and other civic organizations. A full
court press is put on media to help get the word out.
Market ExclusivityR Once you enroll, no one else 'Within a 50-mile radius of your
location can host another Operation Kidsafe Event. You have first right of refusal for
. the following year.

Free Sales Training- The Operation Kidsafe staff will teach your salespeople a
system that allows a comfortable tra~sition to reviewing your products and services
while the children are being fingerprinted. They will heip you focus your team by
holding a training and prep meeting 'With you prior to your event.

'"

No limit to # of Children Fingerprinted- Spread the word! You have the ability to
make this event as big as you would like. You can advertise it, send out letters to
your own customer database, host a live radio remote etc. The possibilities are
endless!

If you would like more information and a full sponsor package with references,
please fill out the request and fax to us at

posted in: ¢IVLlB, KIPS,
. . DISCUSS (2~)

ZOM\lYJEREA~b9Q~K"'Pl~gjJ!'I!:IID!;

'Iff' FAVORITE THISI (0)
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FRIEND

Baing Baing Video: recent episodes, in case you missed
'em.
POSTED BY X~J.~6RRll'!, APRIL 14, 20092:01 PM I P.!;B.M6W'IK

YouTube chQnnetherg~ subscribe Q.rr iTunes_~~.. Get Twitter updates every time there's
a new ep byjollowing @lloinaboingvideo, and l:Jf.r:JLgr~,blQQ]JgELw:chiv'ts.hrlloing
Boing Vir;kQ.

Here's a recap of recent Being Being Video episodes over the past week -- check tern out!

• "s uP!:LEd." bY-s.yhl!! oIl1j~Jiixol)UgjLJlillJl.~ml\n"-lst~!l.g,.w_Q!.teL!l.g)l!1tLmus.j<; xigeQ).
A new work from our favorite director and animator Bill Barminski, and Walter Robo~.
The song is a reimagining of Ed Sullivan with robots and superheroes. The band,
Subatomic Nixons, is Barminski's music side project. Download an MP4 her~,

http://www.boingboing.net/

411412009
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"--"

* Peter Kim of Create I;>jgj1al Music and Matt Ganucheau of EJmre~~jQ!l.CQ)!l'.Kejoined us
for Baing Baing Video's marathon live coverage of the 2009 Game Develope!,~ CQ.nferenc-,~.

Above, part one, below, part two of an interview we did about the future of music in games
•• how will the tech tools ch,mge? Are developers thinking about sound and scores as a
more fundamental building block of the gaming experience? What about
iterative/automatically generated music tools?
Blogposts:
.
Music in Video Garnes. pt. 2. with Peter Kirn and Matt Ganuche,m (MP4J1Q~load)
Music inVideo Games.p..t...L..with..Peter Kirn ..!!.!I.!~.M~tt..Q~!!l!c)l~!!.ll (M.J:>4 ..d9~LQ-,!d
here)

http://www.baingbaing.net/·

411412009

Being Being

rPage lOaf 43

* And below, finally -- QPC 9..!!~-take - Radioh-'ll!d...E!lll:P..l!!1£~~Qff..wil!!..G.i.~!1tKl!tal1l!lri
Damacy Heads. Peter, Matt, and Xeni don Katamari Damacy head, crank up a favorite
song ("Bodysnatchers" by Radiohead), and rock out in front of a webcam ..p.9..'1'!!)o!!d
~4,

.http://www.boingbeing.neti

4114/2009
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posted in: BGING BaiNG VIDEO

!Jill

DISCUSS ( 4 )
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FAVORITE THISI (0)
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FRIEND

Trying to save orphan works from the Authors Guild
monopoly control
POSTED BY QQRY)~Q>;I_QB-Q\Y, APRIL 14, 2009 1:08 PM I !,EflMA.LlN_K

AHsez,
The Author's Guild v Google suit recently produced a settlement agreement. The
agreement has been lauded widely, but what hasn't gotten as much press is what the
·agreement says about orphan works -- copyrighted works whose author cannot be
found, or where it is not clear if the copyright is valid,
Interestingly, the agreement describes a scheme where money is collected for the
use of these works, but if it goes unclaimed for five years, is then disbursed to the
book registry, as well as to all participating authors! That is to say, Google and the
Author's Guild will be asserting (monopoly) control and the right to profit from
works that might otherwise b,dn the public domain.

,,-'"

Lewis Hyde (author of The Gift), Harry Lewis, (former Dean Of Harvard College)
and the Open Access Trust are seeking permission to fIle a motion to intervene in
the suit (and settlement agreement) on behalf of the public domain, This is a letter
written to Judge Danny Chin, the judge presiding over the Author's Guild v Google
suit, requesting.a conference with respect to a motion to intervene in the suit,
The moving parties seek to intervene in order to "represent the community of
readers, scholars, and teachers who use orphaned works lt and "defend our interest

in orphaned works to defend the public domain's claim to free, fair use," The
moving parties It think that this case and the constitutional issues of national
moment that it presents will be better resolved if the public domain has a seat at the
table,"
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It's a exciting development, and will ideally lead to an even better resolution of the
issues surrounding the digital archiving project.
Letter to Request Intervention in Author's Guild v GOQglll (Thanks, /)}it)
Previously:
• Authors' Guild: ~~tgX1;.:1Q:~Reg_Gh.t~~o1hyar..ED~i...~::!~~~.£.q12yrJgh.L.!.~
• Wi! Wheaton vs. Authors' .Guild vs. Kindle - Boing Boing
• National Federation for the Blind protest at Authors Guj)dJ.n.NYG .. ,
• .R~l1ortfrg_!!!J)IQ~~tfQI.hl.il!!Ltights~tL\..t'-!hQl:S.G1,-ilg..Y~~te.r!!~Y""'"
• Authors' Guild v Google: opt-out is evil. except when we do it..."
• Xeni op-ed on Authors Quild lawsuit again~!J2Q9.&1~. f.d.nl.=.A.91o.&..J?9LQg
• ~uthors Guild sues Google over print program - Baing Baing
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Time-Warner bandwidth cap protest this Saturday in
Rochester NY
POSTED BY

..-

CQBY.QQCIOBO'l'l, APRIL 14, 20091:04

PM I e.~.RMALtWS

Adam sez, '!There's going to be a large protest in Rochester, NY qn Saturday to fight the
upcoming "tired pricing" aka absurdly-low bandwidth caps. This is not only anticompetitive, b~t it will cost local residents significantly more, in an economy that is
already hurting. Not to mention deaffolks who rely on video chat for ASL, etc ... It'd be
great if people would come and sh.ow their support to convince Time Warner

(RoadRunner) to abandon the plan. Ifwe successfully fight this here, perhaps other
communities across the country won't have to."
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Date: Saturday, April1S, 2009
Time: 11:0oam - 5:00pm
Location: Time Warner Cable Store

Street: 71 Mt. Hope Avenue
City/Town: Rochester, NY
Join the Time Warner broadband capping protest!

PrQtest RoadRunne~n~~.p.riG.i!1&..§.~hfLm.?.
StQp the Cap!
posted in: CIVLlB, 1::!8EE'y'MUTAN.I§, If.YPU
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Evil Somali Pirates Attacked by Thousands of Dolphins
(caveat: possibly totally bogus)
POSTED BY lIENI JARDI~. APRIL 14. 200912:09 PM I f'f.!:\'MALINI5
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It's Xinhuanet, so take it with a grain of salt. But even if this is phony PRC naval
propaganda, the headline and the story are too good not to re-blurb, and l!~J~'Hh.e
"officia)l' Xinhuanet photo, which I can't repost here because they're jerks about re-use.
Thousands of-dolphins blocked the suspected Somali pirate ships when they were
trying to attack Chinese merchant ships passing the Gulf of Aden, the China Radio
International reported on Monday. The Chinese merchant ships escorted by a
China's fleet sailed on the Gulf of Aden when they met some suspected pirate ships.
Thousands of dolphins suddenly leaped out of water between pirates and merchants
when the pirate ships headed for the China's .
.Thousands of dorn.l!i!l.sJ,jg!;.kJLomali piratJ;~ (via .®bLim_!Tl"!l.ki'W
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Photo: "Dolphin Song," from the Flickr photo stream of the wonderful world-adventurer
Steve Jurvetson, who could probably vanquish Somali pirates with his bare hands.
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Mad Science: Experiments You Can Do at Home, But
Probably Shouldn't (Book)
<-

POSTeD'BY 1\f!'iJ"'!!\BPJ.~, APRIL 14,200910:20 AM I P-~BMA~!NK
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The short version: This is an awesome book.

I've been a fan of Theodore Gray's work in odd science for some time now his amazing
p_eriodic Table oiElements Rosters am;! pnz~les are the subject of previous Baing Baing
blog posts, and he contributes a monthly column about "chemistry, elements, and blowing
things up" for popular Science. I just received a copy of his beautiful new book; MgQ
Science) and the richness and eccentricity afits contents are just what I'd expect from
him.
R_
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This thing is like an anarchist cookbook for happy mutants -- page after page of recipes,
hazard warnings, beautiful photographs, and quirky personal observations. Want to know
how to tum ore into homemade titanium in a flowerpot? Copper-plate your iPod? Craft a
"hillbilly hot tub"? Brew ethanol in your bathtub? All here.
The attention to detail will delight "makers" and nerd readers of all ages. I love the. little
skull and crossbones death-icons on pages Mlere experiments eouid lead to loss of life .

. Gray has a degree in chemistry, but I believe he is an "amateur scientist" in the true and
. honored meaning of the term. His work fosters the culture of tinkering and
experimentation, which, .as he says in the introduction, is the true source of all great
scientific achievements.

'\, ~..~

~cience

is not something practiced only in labs and universities. It's a way of looking
at the world and seeing truth and beauty everywhere. It's something you can do
~hether you are employed as a professional scientist or not. While I have a degree
in· chemistry from a fine university, I've never worked as a professional chemist. I do
these demonstrations in my shop on a rural farmstead a half a mile from the nearest
neighbor.
Theo Gray's Mad Science: EJweriments You Can Do At IjQm«~ Bull'roba.hIY Sh9J!l<l,!!:!
(Amazon).

."-.,

More about the projects here .

Previously:
• Lovely Steampunk-esque Science Teaching Instruments. - Boing Baing
• Neon Fractal Sculpture - Boing'Boi!!g
• Photographic Periodic Table of Elements Cards. Puzzles .. ,
• Periodic Table Printmaking Project - Boing Boing
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.Thomas Doyle's marvelous diorama art
POSTED BY QAVID..E.e:s.CO.Ym, APRIL 14, 2009 9:46 AM I P_I;&~"bLN_K

Thomas Doyle creates mind-bogglingly beautiful dioramas with exquisite detail. 'these
pieces just ooze mood. and wonder. Doyle is profiled in the next issue of Hi~Fructose,
previewed here, From his artist statement:

.-'-~
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My work mines the debris of
memory through the creation of intricate worlds sculpted in 1:43 scale and smaller.
Often sealed under glass, the works depict the remnants ofthings past-whether
majorj transformational experiences, or the quieter moments that resonate loudly
throughout a life. In much the way the mind recalls events through the fog of time,
the works distort reality through a warped and dreamlike lens.
The piec~s' radically reduced scales evoke feelings of omnipotence-as well as the
visceral sensation of unbidden memory recall. Hovering above the glass, the viewer
approaches these worlds as an all-seeing eye, looking down upon landscapes that

dwarf and threaten the figures within.
Conversely, the private intensity of moments rendered in such a small scale draws
the viewer in, allowing for the intimacy one might feel peering into a museum

display case or dollhouse. Though surrounded by chaos, hazard, and longing, the

http://www.boingboing.netl
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figures' faces betray little emotion, inviting viewers to lose themselves in these
crucibles-and in the jumble of feelings and memories they elicit.
The glass itself contains and compresses the world within it, seeming to suspend

time itself-with all its accompanying angUish, fear, and bliss. By sealing the works
in this fashion._ I hope to distill the ,debris of human experience down to single,
fragile moments. Like blackboxes bobbing in the flotsam, these works wait for
discovery, each an indelible record of human memory.
Thomas Doyle's Dioramas (Thanks, Miss Heather Sparks!)
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Fart fight
POSTED BY !)AVIQ.E.!O.SCQ.\lIT;:. APRIL 14. 2009 9:34 AM I E."-BMb1H~_~

A simple fart in a Waco, Texas hotel room led a man to throw a knife at his flatulent
friend, who then responded by stabbing the guy in the chest. The stabber was arrested.
From the Associated Press:
Police said they were called to a motel on Wednesday (local time) where several
men from the Houston area were sharing a rOom. Police said a 35~year-old man
allegedly·passed gas in the room on Tuesday night.

,-

Police said one of the other men became upset, picked up a knife and threw it at the
35-year-old man, who was cut in the leg. The suspect was accused of then stabbing

. the man in the chest.
"Fart fightWs n'l§.\Y"
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Echolocation to "see" with sound
pOSTeD BY Qa\llIl..fl;:i>.QQY.lL2:. APRIL 14. 2009 9:27 AM I f'ERM~J"L~JS

Daniel Kish is ablind psychologist who uses echolocation to "see." In New Scientist, Kish
'Writes about his experience of "echo vision ll and how he teaches others to do it:
Although our programme has many facets, we are best known for teaching
FlashSonar. Its-ability to give blind people a way to-perceive their environment far
beyond the reach of an arm or a cane is fast being recognised by people who work
with blind people and in other disciplines. We are the first to develop a systematic,
comprehensive way of teaching it.
We start by sensitising students to echoes, usually by having them detect and locate

easy targets, such as large plastic panels or b~'wls. Once they can do this, we move
on to learning to recognise more complex echoes by comparing them to familiar
ones.
For example, when facing a hedge, a student might say, "It sounds solid?" I might
reply, liAs solid as the wall to your house?" "No, not that solid," she might say. "As
sparse as'the fence of your yard?" IINa, more solid than that," she might answer.
Now we have a range of relativity to ~ork with. "Does it remind you of anything else
near yoUr house, maybe in the side yard?" IIBushes?" she might query. "But what
seems different from those bushes?" "These are sort of flat like a fence." Ultimately,
students verify what they hear by touching.

"Echo vision: The man whQ.sees witl:t~mmd"
Previously:
• Boy uses sound ta see"- Baing Baing
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Outside Lands Festival Lineup Announced
POSTED BY llIiliL,JAROJN, APRIL 14, 2G09 9:24 AM I !'_EBM.8.~II'LK

The artist lineup for the 5.90.9.Q.!l~jd.ti~nd.§..Mu~Jc._~n~tAr.l:.§..E_~.s.~iy~1 in San Francisco has
been announced. Baing Baing bloggers and Baing BoingYideQ were there last year, and
w~ produced 1!.D.!unh~I..Qf..Yi.£l.e.~LI;!.pi§9..Q.§,~_ with artist interviews and "bus sessions" (where
bands joined us on a friend's rockstar tourbus to play acoustic jam sessions for the show).
We'll be returning this year, with more fun and hijinks planned,

This year's roster includes Pearl Jam, Dave Matthews Band, Beastie Boys, Incubus, Black
Eyed Peas, Jason Mraz, Thievery Corporation, Ween, The Mars Volta, TV on the Radio,
"Tom Jones, Built To Spill, Calexico, The National, Q-Tip, Deerhunter, Heartless Bastards,
Blind Pilot, Mastodon, Trombone Shorty and Dengue Fever.
The lineup looks amazing, and above, a promotional puppet video with more,
The event takes place in Golden Gate Park, Augnst 28-30, Tickets go on sale this Sunday,
April 19, at loam PST, at sfalJj:.§igeland~!=_am. (Thanks, Rick Farman!)

Previously:
• Baing Baing TV Outside Lands 2008 archiv~§
• Baing Baing tv backstage at Outside Lands: (Xeni + Russell Porter '"
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Carney at Outside Lands - a "Baing Baing tv Bus Session.~ - Baing ",
.C!l..Btv) BB GadMtL!oel !l1.9utslde I..anM;..<d:.Qwdfir~.g~c;Q.!l~!r\!!;t~d..•..•
BBtv.,;, Steel P\!lsdQ..\LIllkLPayjd_Hinds J!l_.Q!lli.likL~lldg..c!!!.\!~k '."
BBtv:Andy Gould. rock band manager. dances On the labels·_gr..'lYJl.~~
• )ill!v: Roots Reg@~.~nd~Thgts ~!ldJ;)1_!,-Ma'y'!a!§.iml1s.iJ;J..:.~-'1.lng..!!.Qing
• Intemew with Cold War Kids frontman Nathan WillettLm\!s.ll:,...
•
•
•
•
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Secret bible ofthe paleo-steampunks: Mayhew's "London
Labour and the London Poor"
POSTEQ BY 1:Q8.'LD_QGLOBQ.W. APRIL 14. 2009 7:08 AM 1.P.£8./itA.L.I..t<.K.
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On Sunday, I was on a panel about
steampunk at the Eastercon in Bradford with Tim Powers, one of the original creators of
steampunk literature (see his 6nupis Gatg). Halfway through, Powers mentioned casually
that he came to write a science-fictional book influenced by Victorian England after
reading, London Labour and the London Poor, a classic text by Henry Mayhew. Powers
said that the book was KW Jeter's (Jeter coined the term "steampunk") and that it was
passed around to both Powers and James Blaylock, three friends whose works were,
arguably, the first steampunk novels ever written.
Powers said words to the effect of, "After reading this book, I realized that I had a whole
novel's worth of research right there. n It struck me that I'd never heard this story before,
and that here, in this book, there was an important origin story about one of the major

ways that an entire'genre of literature, making, film and comics came into being.
I've just ordered my copy. Can't wait to read it.
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London Labour and tM..!oondoll.l'Q.!l!:
posted in: !lOOK, HAE.E.Y. MlJJi\~J", ~.t!>I.O.BY, ~J.oi\M!'VN.K
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Anatomical drawing on a cast
POSTED BY GORY POQIQ89_W, APRIL 14, 2009 5:46 AM I E.• .IlM!\,I,JN~
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Heather Tomkins drew this lovely anatomical illustration on the casted arm of her friend,
the illustrator Taylor White: "I was thusly wrangled into making this old school plaster
cast (they do things funky in Norway apparently) into an awesome work of art,ll

.QAST, AWA.XWJ. (via s..~.!!.t AT!Q,t01llY)
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James Boyle's "Public Domain" lecture podcast
POSTED BY C_QRY.QQQIQB.QW, APRIL 14, 2009 5:07 AM I EEBMAL1~.~

Salim sez, "Princeton's UChanners Podcast amalgamates public lectures from some of the
worl~ts best public lectures. They just put Qut an excellent item which serves as a great
primer to anybody who is just beconiing interested in issues related to copyright law."

,~.-.

Professor James Boyle describes
how our culture, science and economic welfare all depend on the delicate balance
between those ideas that are controlled and those that are free, between intellectual
property and the public domain aC"the realm of material that everyone is free to use
and share without permission or fee
Intellectual property laws have a si~nificant impact on many important areas of
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human endeavour, including scientific innovation, digital creativity, cultural access
and free speech. And so Boyle argues that, just as every informed citizen needs to
know at least something about the environment or civil rights, every citizen in the
information age should also have an understanding of intellectual property law .

.The Public Domain: enclosinglhe commons of1h..~mind
MP3 Link
(Thanks, '!?,gJJml)

Previously:
• Boyle's "Public Domain" ~- a booJ.;..th!!!JI.alan~~_a.c..Q.e.~~iP.jUD.':.~tt.b.,~. . ..
• James Boyle lectures on the public domain. London. Mar lQ_:.l!Q.illK. .,. . . ',

• James Boyle's "The Public Domain" -- a brillill!l!J;QPyjklJter.'.§_""
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In-game cash marketplaces and Napster -- the arbitrage of
,time-rich and cash-rich users
POSTED BY g_OBYJLQ.G..tQSQ->"!, APRIL 14, 2009 4:46 AM I Pf;,RM6.L!.tili

'The Guardian's just published my latest column, "Developers still finding that it pays to
get in the game," about the increasingly prevalent online game practice of selling items to
players, and the parallels this has to ilie download wars:
Official, game-sponsored exchanges for real-money trades (RMTs) are more than
places where players can swap goods for money. Fundamentally, these exchanges
act as an honest broker between two extremely different types of player: cashrich/time-poor players (people with jobs, for the most part) and time-rich/cashpoor players (retirees and young people). Seen through this lens, a tlgame tl is just a

bunch of applied psychology iliat makes kids work long hours to earn virtual
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gewgaws that adults are trained to desire. In this "Free to play, pay for stuff' world,
kids are alienated from the product of their leisure by a marketplace where the
game-company skims a piece off of every transaction.

The psychology of this is fascinating, since it all only works to the extent that the
~ame

remains "fun'I, One key element is that skilled players (eg kids) must not feel
like the rich players are able to buy their way into positions of power. Game devs are

advised to sell defensive items - shields, arniour, dodging spells, but not offensive
ones. A skllied player will still be able to clobber a heavily armoured rich player,
given enough time (and skilled players have nothing but time, by definition), but
may quit in disgust at the thought that some rich wanker is able to equip himself
with a mega-powerful sword or blaster that gives him ultimate killing power. No one
wants to play in a game where one player has an "I win" button,

For me, the most fascinating thing about this is how it can be seen as the application
of the business model that downloaders have been advocating since Napster: "Don't
sue the kids who download your music or movies, rather, see them as the marketing
that sells the same media to cash-rich adults who lack the time to use P2P software."
Developers still finding that it pays to get in the game.
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Ronald Reagan was a secret FBI anti-commie snitch
POSTED BY ~BY DOCTQROW, APRIL 14, 2009 4:25 AM
~Te,.lr peleasee.

I E..I'Rt!<1b1LI'LK

aeeumeHts Documents·released in 2001 revealed that Ronald Reagan

served as a secret FBI snitch during the Red Scare (we already knew he named names
during the hearings, but now we also know that he snuck around behind his friends' and
. members' backs and destroyed their lives):
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It was revealed last week that the
future President played another role as well: as a secret FBI informant, code name

T-lO. According to an article published in the San Jose Mercury News. documents
obtained through the Freedom of Information Act indicate that Reagan and his first
wife, Actress Jane Wyman, provided federal agents with the names of actors t.hey
believed were Communist sympathizers.

American Notes Hollvwood (via Digg]
(Image: File:Ronald Reagan in Dark Vict=_tr'ajler.ip.9, Public Domain. Wikimedia
Commons)
.--'
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Soviet nuclear control devices
POSTED BY .cORY DQG.19JlQ.w. APRIL 14, 2009 4:08 AM
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Boing Boing
Mark Pitcher's posted a set of Soviet nuclear controls that look exactly as I pictured hightech equipment looking when I was a kid (shown here is a nuclear detonator panel (!) that
bristles with high-tech menace): IIEquipment built dur~ng the 1940'S to 1970'S for use in
the Semipalatinsk Nuclear.Test Site (the 'Polygon'). All are hand-made and most are one-

offs. Photos from a museum in Kurchatov Kazakhstan."
Kurchatov Nuke Equipment.(via Make)
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CCTV spooks to be spied upon by gaze-tracking web cams
POSTED BY CORY_DOCTORO.~, APRIL 14, 2009 3:21 AM I P_EBMAb!N.~

A reader writes; 'tyou couldn't make this up: Cameras are being turned on the people paid

to watch ccrv streams, to note which bits of surveillance footage they didn't see. The
system developed in Turkey uses webcams to track a person's eye movements and can
then produce an edited reel offootage that they didn't see at the end oflheir shift."

..

-
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Privacy campaigners may enjoy
the irony if the gaze-tracking system comes to be regarded as intrusive by CCTV
operators - who could fear that employers will US~ it to dispense with their services
if they consistently miss too much on-screen skulduggery.

Eyeball spy turns the tables on Big Brother
."~-.
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My story Anda's Game for Android
POSTED BY J::_ORY DQQI.DRO-"'>', APRIL 14, 20092:52 AM I EJ;BM.6U!'!!S
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Last year, IDW published a collection of six comics adapted fro'm my short stories called
.c..orv Doctorow's Futuristic T~les of the Here and NoW, all of these stories also licensed
under Creative Commons. Now, Robot Comics, a firm that provides comics for Android
mobile phones, has begun to make the comics available free under the same CC license for
mobile phones, beginning with my story Anda's Game (which was also included in my
short story collection Overclocked, and Iill-dcasted as a Leading by Alice Taylor of
Wonderland. The adaptation is by the excellent Dara Naraghi, illustrated by Esteve Polls.
The story is a riff on the way that property~rights are coming to games, and on the bizarre
spectacle of sweat-shops in which children are paid to play the game all day in order to
generate eBay-able game-wealth. When I was a kid, there were arcade kings who would
play up Gauntlet characters to maximum health and weapons and then sell their games to
nearby players for a dollar or two -- netting them about $0.02 an hour -- but this is a very
different proposition indeed.
COry Doctorow's Anda's_Game

Previously:
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.' Sam Kieth cover for comic of Cory's Anda's Game ... Baing Baing
• COry'S Anda's Game podcasted by VVoncterrn.nd's .eJice . . BoiDgJ~oiIlg
• Cory/sAnda's Game in Russian. Kurzweil intervi~YLinl.taliall.M.,

e. Cory's latest short story - CC-licensed. on Salon. all about .•.•
e My new graphic noveljor sale and '!~..aitee, rem~bl!l,.~l>ar~_aJ:!.!.!t.•."
posted in: BOOK, COMIC:>, COPYFJGI:!!,
. . DISCUSS (4)

GADG!O.~, ".i\M~_$, !:ti\!'PY.. Ml!IANI§

."¥ FAVORITE THISI (0)

IVA SEND THIS TO A
FRIEND

Iii'fll. ~ fluzz up!;

\.

Retro hardcover pulp Raymond Chandler novels
POSTED BY .QQMPOC.IQBPW. APRIL 14. 20091:53 AM I P'~gMA~l~.!S

""-

I just found these gorgeous retro Raymond Chandler editions from Hamish Hamilton. an

http://www.boingboing.neti
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imprint Of Penguin UK. They're little, pulp-sized hardcovers with brilliant, pulpy covers
and jacket-copy and spines, and they make a great set spine-out or face-up.
Retro Chandler editions from Hamish Hamilton

posted in: BOOK, 1:l8ffY MUTANTs', Q!'Q§.CHOOL,· P.E.~"~
" . DISCUSS (a)

<!ill' FAVORITE THISI (1)

Ii\\'!! SEND THIS TO A

~ l~ Buzz up!!

FRIEND

Amazon explains cataloging error that banished queer
books to "adult" purgatory
POSTED BY CORY DO,C.IQBQW, APRIL 14, 200912:11 AM I P.!OBMAb!.N_1S

More infonnation on how Amazon came to misc1assify over 50,000 books (including
books about feminism, about gay and lesbian themes, etc) as ltadult U and make them
largely invisible to searchers. Turns out Patrick's theory was largely corree! -- an employee

in France filled in a field incorrectly and clobbered the listings for 50,000 items.
This is an embarrassing and ham-fisied cataloging error for a company that prides
itself on offering complete selection.
It has been misreported that the issue was limited to Gay & Lesbian themed titles in fact, it impacted 57,310 books in a number of broad categories such as Health,
Mind & Body, Reproductive & Sexual Medicine, and Erotica. This problem impacted
books not just in the United States but globally. It affected not just sales rank but

also had the effect of removing the books from Amazon's main product search.
Many books have now been fixed and we 1re in the process of fixing the remainder as
quickly as possible, and we intend to implement new measures to make this kind of

accident less likely to occur in the future.
Amazon begins to re-rank affected 'adult' books: theories swirl [UPDATEill (via Jjsa
Gold)
posted in:

BOO~,

,crVLlB
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DISCUSS (41)
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.Texas lawmaker: Chinese Americans should change
nameS so "Americans" can handle them
POSTED BY .Q.Q!IYJlOCIQBQ\'>!, APRIL 13, 2009 11 :55 PM I e.•.!IM.A_Ll~1S
Greeted with the news that some Americans of Chinese descent were turned away from

the polls because the names on their ID didn't match with the incompetently assembled
voter lists, Texas State Rep. Betty Brown (R) has proposed that they should change their
names so that "Americans" can manage them better. (Urn, if these people areD't also
"Americans" then why do they get to vote?)

"Rather than everyone here having to learn Chinese -- I understand it's a rather
difficult language -- do you think that it would behoove you and your citizens to
adopt a name that we could deal with more readily here?" Brown said.
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Texas lawmaker: Asians_~hould change their. ni'-=.lQJm!.k~.!h~!!l._:~a§i~'-fQ_'-Am~.iga1ls...t.9.
deal with.' (via Sociological Images)

posted-in: CIVLlf!, YJDEo.
. . DISCUSS (94)

"1/1' FAveRITE THISI (2)

fll'l! SEND THIS TO. A

rei I\l?LB~::_~P'!'

FRIEND

Recently on Offworld
POSTED BY BB/lliR.QJ:lJl.-OY!;J3, APRIL 13, 200911:54 PM I E~.BMAJlt!_K

Recently on Offworld we've already played what'll probably be this__Yi.~k's_l>estjndie
Terry_C.l!Y.gnMh 8;..Il.!.whep.J,jiv'llIll's JJ!sii.ta., a short game of shifting
narratives and timelines that peels itself back one layer at a time and gives you subtle
clues to your next move with each consecutive shift. Ifyoutve only got one hour for an
indie game this week, give it to Judith Cit even, graciously, comes in Mac and Linux
flavors).

g~velopment,

We also took a look back at the most practical of this GDC's Pecha-Kucha-esque
microtalks, with Boom Blox producer Robin Hunicke imagining six e~sY..~~_HQ __~!P.f~
£layStation Home, or rather, provide it with more engaging possibilities for play (we
concur with all six).
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Elsewhere we saw excellent custom toy work with a bit~_and.Q911.§..BiQ.,,-bocldl.~Da.g.Qy.dQn
and hand-sculpted Grim Fandango figurines from Tim Schafer's LucasArts swan song
adventure, and fan.tastic new fineries with the Gaming Revolution T-shirt (above) and tJ;t~.
WiiExoloded shirt (from the same people behind the exploded Atari 2600 and iPhone).
Finally, we saw lush greenery coming to the barren lam:l~J~ of Fallout 3, Resident Evil
S's versus mode in real life. curious character choices made for the officially licensed

Sup-er MaTio Bros chessboard" a new album made entirely o!Lhandhe.lg..§Yllth..K.9.rg.Q~'!'Q,
saw Q-games' beautiful Pixeliunk Eden Encore in motion, and, most wonderfully, watched

demoscene compo winners RQM..BLTBC..create.!l9rgeousJa.uJ;l~_ap.e~jnj.!J~tAK.9J.~9g.e.

posted.in: QEffiOR!.R
•

FAVORITE THISI (2)

!I!!liI
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FRIEND

ThematicaJly compo sited photos of New Yorkers over time
but not space
POSTED BY ~Q.BYJ:!QCI.QRQW.. APRIL 13. 2009 11 :50 PM I f'.EBM.A!dl'iK

Dan sez, "Danish photographer Peter Flinch stakes New York City street corners out for
two weeks at a time, ta'1.dng pictures of passersby from the very same spot. He then uses
Photoshop to composite the results into single images. I love the mass of yawners. "

http://www.boingboing.neti
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Peter Funch (Thanks, Dan!)
posted in: i\RT, BlNN'( ,t:ltlPE.'U,1UTilNI§, P'.tJQIQ

IJIIII

DISCUSS (32)

•

FAVORITE THISI (9)

ot~

SEND THIS TO A
FRIEND

ii1S'i !ll?J~~zz up!

Loop of Disney video that rips off other Disney video
POSTED BY 9.9BYPPJ:,IQBQW. APRIL 13. 200911:48 PM

I PEBM.tI!..!N.K

See more funny videos and TBT Videos at Today's Big ThlM,

Ren sez, "This is a smashing video that remixes scenes from Disney movies that appear to
be traced from one another, The effect is super-bizarre, ,but it explains why I was never
able to tell those princesses apart!"
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Disney Templates (Thanks, RenO
posted in: COPY.EIGHT } PJ§JiEY,
. . DISCUSS (45)

(fi'

,FUN~, YIDEQ, ~~IMAn9~

FAVORITE THISI (1)

1m

SEND THIS TO A
FRIEND

W ilJil.~,,~.z.~p!

Steampunk Magazine #5 is out, hurrah!
POSTED BY

QQBy'.P_QQIQ89JIY, APRIL

13, 2009 11 :45 PM I P'~8.M6M~.!5

Hurrah!- After a year's absence, Steampunk Magazine is back with issue #5 ~- either buy
the handsome object in print, or get ~ free Creative Commons licensed download.
The new ish has short fiction'from John Reppion and JimmyT Hand, instructions for
making an ilemergency,welding. machine," information about being a "tramp printer,iI
Steampunk mac1libs CIOn the construction of the Tesla Coir'), an interview with Voltaire,
Bruce Sterling's "User's Guide to Steampunk/ and much, much more.

SteamPunk Magazine (Thanks, Magpie Killioy)
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posted in: gOPYFIGHT, li"'l'1:Y.M!.IIANTi>,. §TEAM.f'li~.!S
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Marilyn Chambers, RIP
POSTED BY l\r;l'!LJt>BPl~, APRIL 13, 2009 10:59 PM I.P.e.SJ;1t>L.lNK

'-

The adult film legend died at age 56 on Sunday, She was found in her mobile home by a
family member.
Chambers' death was a "total shock," [fellow adult star Ronl Jeremy said, because
they had been scheduled to sign a contract Monday to perform together in an offBroadway IItongue-in-cheek" re-enactment of the porn classic "Deep Throat."
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"What's strange is that she was at a stage where she was totally happy and totally
content with her life," Jeremy said. "Her life was falling together, and she was doing
really well."
Above, an interview with Ms. Chambers from 1977 on a NYC public access cable TV show.
The porn titl.e for which she is best known: The Mitchell Brothers production "lJ_ehtmLthe
Green Door.1t
posted in: §RI
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End User licenseAgreement
wwwRocketlawyer.com/EULA-Form

Make a EULA Online in minutes-Free Absolutely Free-Print, Save & Send

End User License Agmt
www,lawDepotcam

Create your own EULA online. Fast & easy to use. Immediate results,
Results 1 -10 foreula. (0.21 seconds)
m

Sony's EULA is worse than their rootkit - Boing Boing

Google

Custom Search

Nov 9, 2005 ." That's because the EULA says that your rights to any copies terminate as
soon as you no longer possess the original CD ....
www.boingboing.neIl2005/11/09/sonys-eula-is-worse-.html

Sleerung Beauty Blu-Ray requires viewers to agree to 57 llilge EULJL,.
A shame that they didn't deign to release Fantasia on Blu·Ray first: this EULA would be the
insane legalistic equivalent of the multiplying .,.
gadgets.boingboing. neU2008/1 0109/sleeping-beauty-blur.html

Rel3sonableAllfeem~nt.org.::.the S!nti-E!.!!..A.,:J29in9.J2oing
Welcome to ReasonableAgreementorg - where we make mincemeat of End User license
Agreements. As you move through space, as you .Iook at the ...
www.boingboing.neU2007101/25/reasonableagreemento.html

M<JgLc,;,l<!ck's ~l.I,l8.. say~lt "",jJJlH1Yim_YQ!! a nqJ!)[c,;~yQY inlQ..•,u
Neither the EUlA itself, nor any other privacy or legal information, can be easily found at its
homepage. It's not even provided at the point of sale, ...
gadgets,boingboing ,neU2008/04/14/magicjacks'eula-says,html

t:I<lJd~~HQ:!!Dd~[~1Qng _!;J!LA -*_~'"er·,,,yl}~nYQ!)j[l-?tJJllIVo1!Y_o.n_~I\I_l,I .•..,
But if you simply don't have the necessary technical requirements to see the EULA (the
Gecko rendering engine mentioned above, for instance), ...
boingboing,neU2009/01/08/hardesttounderstand.html

/j_fajLEU16iQ[..QQwnJQQd.ed.wQrk~
My latest Guardian column's just gone up, about the message that entertainment companies
send when they put crappy EULAs on their digilal downloads: ...
feeds.boingboing,neU-rlboingboing/iBag/-3/_oACul9vl8/a-fair-eula·for-down,html

MalwClre get~_<LEl!!"A : Boing Boing
According to Ihe EUlA, "In cases of violations of the agreement and being detected, the
client loses any technical support ...
www.boingboing.neU2008/04/29/malware-gets-a-eula.html
SonY_<JQ@i!ment,@,~_,it" record'y_ouLfI.!;!iyjtie~~'.9.IJ!ln~,aDd, sha[~_~,
The theory behind an EULA, so far as I understand, is that it's a contract, and one that is
agreed to by performing a specific action - ripping open a CD ...
gadgets.boingboing,neU2008/10/20/sony-we-have-lhe-rig, html

II}Qmal;J;di~Q.I]'§..~mPJ)YL p ric e:1il!imJ;Jtl8...::.1toingJ;!ojng
Since they started printed books they have been trying to hammer home an EUlA, and with
every generation of new technology comes the cullurallegal Luddites ..,
www.boingboing.neU2009/01/13/thomas-edisons-crapp.html

http://www.google.carn/cse?cx=partner-pub-21 701 74688585464%3Ad58nno-rqp8&ie=ISO-8859...
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Mark sez, "I brought a few Edison CylirlU<,rs in for the elementary kids we're coach.. '>I for a
Maker-like school competition called Mind Games here in Richmond •••
feeds.boingboing.neV-rlboingboingfJBag/-3/5115625221Ihomas-edisons-crapp.html
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Fuji makes you sign bizarre EULA to buy a camera
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POSTED BY Q.QBH1Qc.TQ-RQW, APRIL 2, 200812:43 PM I P.fRM8.bJNK

Edie sez, "I'm in the market for a digital SLR, and found something rather disturbing.
B&H Photo says that to purchase a Fujifilm IS-1 camera, you must fill out an end user
license agreement. Even weirder is the EULA itself: It asks what 'legitimate business
purpose' (their words, not mine) the camera Will be put to. Additionally, if the camera is
sold, lost or transfered, you have to notify Fujifilm, WTF BBQ?"
Apparently, this is one of those infrared see-through-clothes cameras, but I'm with Edie,
WTF?

INFORMATION ABOUT END USER BUSINESS
(1) Is End User purchasing a Fujifilm Infrared or Ultraviolet Sensitive Digital
Camera for a legitimate business purpose? _ _ __
(2) How long has End User been engaged in his/her profession or business?
(3) Please state End User's legitimate business purpose?

II
.

(4) Has End User presented reseller with recognized forms or identification for End
User and End User's business? _ _ _ _ __
(5) Has End User provided reseller with copies of forms of identification presented
in connection with (3), above? _ _ _ _ _ __
(6) Was End User Questionnaire completed at a business location. of a Pro Digital
Camera Authorized Reseller? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(7) Please provide the business address where End User will pick up the camera
Hsted below _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By signing this End User Quesiionnaire, End User certifies that (1) the subject
camera is being purchased by End User for the above stated legitimate business
purpose, (2) End User will make its best efforts to safeguard the camera from being

YOU'RE PROB-.ABLY TOO. LATE TO BUY THE

Vector fAA ancl N,OAA Weather Alert
Raclio with Fla,hIl8ht- 2 Pack
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used by others; and (3) in the event End User transfers the camera or the camera is
lost, stolen or is otherwise no longer in End User's possession, End User will
immediately notify Fujiflim of such event.

Link (Thanks, Edi~!)
posted in: COPYFIGHT
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Discussion
#1 POSTED BY BARDFINi'!. 8e..R!!-~.1.008 12:50 PM.

<!)

Just off the top of my head:

"'-',

An attempt to comply with treaties/laws ihat prevent certain types of technology (i.e.
encryption engines or encryption IP t or items 'that could plausibly be re~used for
encryption purposes) from being exported to 'terrorist states',

Probably the only way we'd ever know exactly why is ifthe lawyer who decided this was
ne.cessary comes forward.
#2 POSTED BY ORKY • !,-PRIL "lQ08Jl~55 pM

<!)

Can't a retailer (8 legitimate business no less, with a legitimate business purpose for these
cameras) fill out tons ofthose EULAs, and then transfer the cameras to its customers, and
notify Fuji about it?
Seriously, this seems' a crazy way to be customer-unfriendly.

I
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Maybe the cameras produce photos with an embedded serial number in them, so any
photos made by them are traceable to the camera's owner?

#3 POSTED BY ANTINOUS , &..8l/..l,_£QQB 1:04 E-M

@

I've purchased several Dell computers for tech-challenged friends or volunteer groups. I

do it by phone because you can scrounge up more rebates with a live person on the line_
The phone calls to Dell always involve me answering a lot of questions about who's going
to be using the computer and for what. They were frank about it being an anti-terrorist
measure.

#4 POSTED BY TOOTS NYC; , 6EH!1....'-2_QQ.iU;Qz~M

<!)

(2) End User will make its best efforts to safeguard the camerajrom being used by
others,

You mean, I can't loan it to my sister?

#5 POSTED BY JEEr: ,8E8!!..2,.fpJl.L1;QlLEM

<!)

Oh, just tell them it's for personal terrorist activity and be done with it!
#6 POSTED BY FALCQ!,! SEV,,_N, 6EBl!,.L~_00§_1:0~l'M

<!)

Check out the EULA on the page for the camera:
lmI!;iltinvurl.com/2b8IIJffi3
scroll to the bottom to read.
Obviously this is NOT your. average brownie box camera ..

#7 POSTED BY

MORCH~'"--Bl\ i'l, APRIL.2,_~OOB_j~EM

<!)

I

http://www.boingboing.net/2008/04/02/fuji-makes-you-sign.html
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This is an infrared-capable camera:
l:!nru11W\fW.fujiffimusa.com/JSPffujil ep:mnerl!il'Jill.ew@~t'lillil!?
DBID-NEWS 86261,3

I think Fuji is trying to avoid the fiasco that Sony got in to where their Nightshot
camcorders were associated with see-through-clothes pictures. But, it's pointless to try
and regulate your customers ubadll use of this camera, especially when most people would
rather make beautiful IR photos: !J!ll!;Ujmages..gQQgle.ggruimggtsf.Q",iLtPh9.lggnmgy
I wonder if they have the same EULA for privacy-invading super-telephoto lens?

#8 POSTED BY l'l!.QJS.P .6ERLL..UQQll.l:11EM

€>

Looks to me as if they are trying to cover themselves in the event of a lawsuit, insurance

claim, or criminal prosecution.
Craven behavior like this is the reason that la""'Yers and insurance agents afe the real
decisionmakers in our society. Not to mention fear-mongering security freaks.
. #9 POSTED BY CBA8,8,I;IQ • .A.PR[L 2".?Q.~U'.J"M

€>

Infra-red/Ultra-violet ...
They assume that you can sell that to a terrorist :)
Sometimes I ask myself... "is people eating shit to be soooo stupid????"

#10 POSTED BY !ITffiQ£Q8M . APRIU~£008 ULPM

€>

The full EULA gives a bit more detail on "Business use". I'm guessing that selling IR/UV
cameras falls under different legislation in certain locales, and thus the "only for business
purposes." Their primary markets for these cameras is Legal and scientific use,

This is protecting them from future claims of pervo photography at the mall, I'm guessing.

http://www.boingboing.netl2008/04/02/fuji-makes-you-sign.html
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===

By breaking the packaging seal you acknowledge your understanding and acceptance of
. Fujifilm's illtraviolet (UV) and/ or Infrared

erR) sensitive digital camera firmware End

User License Agreement. The camera firmware contained in each system package is fully
activated to engage the camera's UV and/or IR capabilities and ready for use. No other

firmware modifications are necessary in order to-activate the camera's UV and/or IR
wavelength sensitive CCD. THIS LICENSE IS NON-TRANSFERABLE.

'

..

You hereby acknowledge and agree that your use of the camera's UV and/or IR light
energy sensitive capabilities, as enabled by Fujifilm's camera firmware, will be purely to
accomplish a legitimate business purpose.in the medical, forensic, fire investigative, law
enforcement, scientific, systems integrators, museum/antiquity, aerial photographic

survey, astronomy, professional nature and fine art photography, photographic education
and local and federal government markets.
#11 POSTED BY·Ql;A!L&lB ' APBL\.....2QOB .1jJ!,f'M

@

I see what theire scared of, but I don't see why the whole agreement couldn't read:

User accepts all liability for use of this camera after purchase and company will not be
held responsible for any ethical or illegal misuse.
As it is, they're setting themselves up to have to be the police should anyone violate some
. small portion of their asinine agreement.

#12 POSTED BY MOON, i\P~J.I..~~:1Q9JL1;.1~.PM

@

Not to be used for ".Papparazzi-like activities"??
So,.if Cameron Diaz is in tOVVIl, you can't photograph her with this camera? VVTF?
There's no way this h91ds up in a court ofIaw.

#13 POSTED BY BOO'§Q.HAt! , AEBl1,2" .•Q9.§J;'.H',M

http://www.boingooing.net/2008/04/02/fuji-makes-you-sign.html
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This seems like legalesed-\lp version of the usual ass-covering - in the same spirit as a
head shop with a big sign over the bongs that says "For use with tobacco products only".
#14 POSTED BY TAKUAtj

,APR))'.'.200_~_tf..iiEM

<!)

"0ne example where CoComm has failed in its mission to control the export of critical
technology came to light in the mass media in 1987. It was discovered that certain
corporations were selling computer controlled milling equipment to the Soviet 'Union for
the grinding of high tolerance parts. Toshiba Corporation of Japan and Kongsberg
Vaapenfabrikk ofN~rvvay sold computer controlledl multi-axis milling machines to the
Soviet Union since the mid-1970'S. [46] These machines were used to grind high tolerance
propellers that could help make a submarine very quiet underwater: [47] Almost
overnight the Soviet nuclear submarine fleet went from being noisy and easily trackable
by U.S. hunter-killer submarines to quiet and nearly undetectable. [4"
#15 POSTED BY QBOOVJ;l:lQV§.E. 6eBli."?'_"QQ~J~'z'p.M

<!)

I love EULA Mad Libs!
#16 POSTED BYIl:lEJJNUS-'J6J.~U.ll'pJ;.gI , 6eBLl£ .f..QQ§1~'V'M

<!)

The final paragraph in the EULA linked to above by Falcon_Seven reads:

IIIn a9.dition, you further agree not to use the camera's hardware and firmware enabled
capabilities to engage in unethical photographic conduct involving the violation of
personal privacy, child endangerment, lewd photography, and or paparazzi like activities."
Ofthe four activities Fuji forbids, the first two don It require any camera, and the second
two are not illegal.

#17 POSTED BY DANEGE'.R, 6e[1J'.?_<.QQ.&.t_4Q.E..~

<!)

This is a case of cover-your-behind, so if one of these things turns up in the hands of a
"terrrist group or nation" then Fuji have someone identified as the fall-guy who did the reexporting, separate from them.
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I think it's a federal crime with five years in jail if you sell something that gets re-exported
to a"Uterrist,t blacklisted group or nation. Gatta love GW.

#18 POSTED BY SK!O.E ,.6PRlLZ,_ZQ.D.B_J :1QP'.M.

<V

This is ridiculous. Most digital cameras are IR sensitive. You can even pay 3D parties to

remove the IR filter so you can use your DSLR for IR photography.
Fujifilm UVIR Digital Camera USA End User License Agreement:
By breaking the packaging seal you acknowledge your understanding and
acceptance of Fujifilm's Wtraviolet (UV) and/or Infrared (IR) sensitive digital
camera firmware End User License Agreement. The camera firmware contained in
each system package is fully activated to engage the camera's UV and/or IR
capabilities and ready for use. No other firmware modifications are necessary in

order to activate the camera's UV and/or IR wavelength sensitive CCD. THIS
UCENSE IS NON-TRANSFERABLE.
You hereby acknowledge and agree that your use ofthe camera's UV and/or IR light
energy sensitive capabilities, as enabled by Fujifilm's camera firmware, wi11 be
to accomplish a legitimate business purpose in the medical, forensic, fire
investigative, law enforcement, scientific, systems integrators, museum/antiquity,
aerial photographic survey, astronomy, professional nature and fine art

~urely

photography, photographic education and local and federal government markets.
In"addition, you further agree not to use the camerals hardware and firmware

enabled capabilities to engage in unethical photographic conduct involving the
violation of personal privacy, child endangerment, lewd photography, and or
paparazzi like activities.
They are saying that you canlt even sell this camera, ever, because the license to use the
firmware is not transferable. Further, hobbyists may not use the camera because it is only
licensed for **business** use.

BULA's suck. And this one sucks more than most. But, on the plus side of bad, at least it
isnlt hidden in the box.

http://www.boingboing.netl200S/04/02/fuji-makes-you-sign.html
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#19 POSTED BY ~UVEMJlJ ,6.ERIL ~,.2.Q.Q.§.JA.LPM

@

Yup, I'm going to agree with commenter (#7). This is probably about the capability to
basically "see~through* certain light clothing because of the near~IR and IR capabilities of

.the camera. i.e., taking nekkid pictures of unsuspecting beach-goers.
#20 POSTED BY !:IEQ<:.T6'-EZ , i\pRLU....?oJ).§J.M. EM

(0)

But what's the worstthat could happen to you if you buy it as a hobbyist? No Fuji death
squads descending on your house? I'm getting one then.

#21 POSTED BY PR~.§ , 6ER!j,_~,.2.QQ.U;pjl.p.M

<v

Makes me wonder whether the camera embeds a unique id in the digital images, so that
subjects of see-through-clothes pictures can find out who they have to sue ...

#22 POSTED BY ~ICK Q • APB1L.2....200B 1;§'o.£M

@

@#20:

The problem is that EULA's like thi~ are part of a cascading structure of instruments that

puts in place precedents, legal frameworks, and insurance policy clauses that basically
make the end user the scapegoat and the repository for the downhill flow of crap.
God, I hate insurance companies. Even more than I do ambulance chasing lawyers and
opportunistic politicians.

#23 POSTED BY SKEf' • i\ERl~.LZQQe....t§.5 PM

@

"But what's the worst that could happen to you if you buy it as a hobbyist? No Fuji death
squads descending on your house? I'm getting one then. II

Maybe not, but you could get an **AA-style copyright infringement lawsuit for using their
copyrighted firmware without a license.
@
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#24 POSTED BY ll5f-"'lUQ~_E§
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~, 1'<J'J'lU.L20062;.QIEM

I'd like to take a picture of Dick Cheney with one ofthese, to see what hideous alien
creature manipulates his bloated human shell.

#25 POSTED BY MQQ~ , A"'-fll'_2.'90B~Q~l'M

<!>

You may have hit on the reason, STEFAN JONES!
HA!

#26 POSTED BY 1Q~illtTX , l\PBJU':<]P~<;'1.1..EM

<!>

This camera, complete with EULA, has been on sale for about a year now, Why is this all
of a sudden an iSsue?
Ifyau were the manufacturer of something that, when used improperly, has the potential

of ruining someone's life (how would you like your boss/SO/etc) finding nude/semi-nude
pictures of you?), wouldn't you have purchasers sign some legal booty~covering
paperwork?
This seems like a non-issue to In:e. I'd find bigger things to protest about. I hear there's a

war somewhere in the Middle East, and Qur credibility with the rest of the world is
disintegrating...

#27 POSTED BY BiOJlISTRAJ)_Q , 8PRIU.~9~_~2_9_EM

<!>

Fuji Retailer must complete the following questfons before endorsing Customer's check:
(1,) How many goats have you sacrificed to any god(s) in the past month:

a. 1 to 2
b, 3 to 4
c. 5 or more
(2.) Have you stopped beating your spouse yet?

a. Yes

http://www.boingboing.netl200S/04/02/fuji-makes-you-sign.html
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b.No

(3.) Are you a member of A1-Qaeda or the Republican Party?
a. Yes

b.No

In addition, endorsing Customer's check constitutes a legally binding agreement that Fuji
Retailer will use its full value to purchase clown pornography in which at least three

different clowns are represented.
#28 POSTED BY JAH!5J:!Q'{'I • APBi!,..t.'W8..;!~:;.1.J'.M
'

..

Co>

~.

As this is the "Fujifilm UVlR Digital Camera USA End User License Agreement," I .

wonder if customers in other countries must agree to similar EULAs ... but then,
considering the (ahem) "post-9/11 world" that we're living in, I could also imagine that it
might be illegal to import this technology into the states, even if! could buy it legally
abroad ...
G.uess I'll just stick with my Pentax 1<1000 for a little while longer.

#29 POSTED BY .GUAt! • A~Bl~_"'_.~QQ8 3;1Q£M

Co>

. "They are· saying that you can't even sell this camera, ever, because the license to use the

.-.

firmware is not transferable,lI
Skep, IANAL, but is it clear that a second-hand buyer of the camera needs a license to use
the firmware? Obviously the first buyer has agreed to the license. But the second-hand
buyer does not make any copies of the firmware, and he should not need a license just to
use it.
#30 POSTED BY KENM.QIO • APJl!!...l..£QQ§.~;jjl'M

Co>

Despite all the fuss, this thing appears to have no UV capability.

#31 POSTED BY TAIS.UAI':!. APRIU,.20Q.a.;l;Jl£M
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whatever, anyone putting to it evil use will anyway, the most that will happen is some
money will be wasted and perhaps some total innocents will be fined or jailed or killed
depending if they are enemy combatant-coloured

#32 POSTED BY ,JENJ.lI,

@

6P.Btl._2",2'p_Qa.3:1_~_eM

When this one and the S3 Pro UVIR came out you couldn't even buy them through

consumer camera outlets, only via law enforcement suppliers.

BTW, I got a point & shoot digital camera converted to IR and you can definitely not see
through clothes with it, I think these purpose-bUilt ones have quite a bit more sensitivity.
(My IR-converted camera does make people look oddly bloated and waxy, so I can see why
celebrities might object)
'#33 POSTED BY liQEEM.ANIl1!S~ , 8!'.BJ~.£.2.Q'!!~ 3:~PM

@

what camera is this EULA for?

#34 POSTED BY COWICIDE,

fir.'\!, &..BJl....2....£QQ!L3·25

PM

@

Whut PhlJii.Phea~ (NSFW, but you'll click it anyway)

--

..

-~'"

#35 POSTED BY LI\K\L"N , 8P.B!U"lQQ8 3:~2.1'.M

@

Dear Cowicide: That is so irretrievably jejune and pathetically immature that I find it
hysterically funny (note the triple entendre), you should be ashamed oius.
#36 POSTED BY CRENELL"" N'!ill...&.200a.~~,,"-,P.M

@

This is absolutely marvelous! A step in the right direction!
I wrote in my blog last week that I think license agreements must be clearly disclosed
before or at the time of purchase, not when you open the box well after purch ... er, license.
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Yes, I think the EULA is. terrible. Particularly that one. I nevertheless *commend* Fujifilm
for not just making it very clear that it exists, but also for allowing the customer to opt out
of buying the product before customer actually buys the product (!) because they are
presented with the license agreement for the product before purchase!
Now, imagine what happens in a few months when more and more products require
customers to sign license agreements before or at purchase: the big box stores and the web
stores all display the EULAS where customer inspects product, so reading the EULA won't
slow point of sale throughput.
. _.

Dozens and dozens of EULAS for software and hardware products appear all over the
stores, cluttering up displays and obscuring merchandise.
So the next step of course will be for the big box stores figure out how to move the EULAs
to a kiosk in a distant corner of the store, and have customers always sign during
purchase. Customers will he c~nfronted with a concurrent credit card and EULA signature
and they11 pave a right to see the EULA. The store will say that you sign for your purchase,
insisting that yOll had your chance to see the license agreement.
At that.point, local, state and federal government will need to insist by law that licenses
need to be displayed near merchandise before purchase for it to be legally binding, just
forcing Someone to sign for it at the pas will not suffice. Big box stores will make it their
mission to hide those EULAs as best they can .

."~-'.

And then there will be the wonderful folks who will display the EULA on screen at pas.
Go ahead, TRY to read the whole darn thing! Fat each product you purchase! I know few
people who will ignore peer pressure strong enough to not just read it, but attempt to
understand what it says.
Ah, progress.
#37 POSTED BY ~I" , llE.R!l._2...£QOB 3:50 EM

<V

#29 POSTED BY GUAN ,APRIL 2, 2008 3:iO PM Skep, !ANAL, but is it clear that a
second-hand buyer of the camera needs a license to use the firmware? Obviously the
first buyer has agreed to the license. But the second-hand buyer does not make any
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copies of the firmware, and he should not need a license just to use it.

IANAL, either, however I believe you are right that the contract obligations of the initial
purchaser are not bInding on the second hand ovmer, thus the second owner has no

obligation to use the camera for Fuji-authorized business Or government use. But, just as

the obligations of the contract do not transfer, n'either do the benefits, Le., a license to use
the firmware;
The issue of tlie transferability of licensing for the firmware is not so clear from a legal
stand point and is, unfortunately, not as cut and dried as one would hope. One can argue
that copyright law and the doctrine of first sale applies, however, the there are exceptions
to the doctrine of first sale for computer software and they mayor may not apply to the
firmware. I'd say not, but that is my opinion and Idon't think it is settled law.
#38 POSTED BY .SK~ • &B!L 2•.2.Q.Q~3:56 PM

@

"#34 POSTED BY COWICII~E , APRlL 2, 2008 3:25 PM
Whut Phuji Phears (NSFW, but you'll click it anyway)"
Indeed I did. I think the photos displayed there, being for commercial purposes, are not
typical ofIR and the swim suits chosen were most likely chosen to give dramatic results.
In fact, I think at least one of them is one of those super thin "Tan through your swimsuit"

suits.
#39 POSTED BY TAKl!AN • &p.BJ.~.l.. '-Q.I)Jl_~;§'!LEM

@

@17

I know this isn't the time or place, but: Have you EVER been paid?
#40 POSTED BY PJAM , APRIlJ.~'jlmL4:Jl.o.E..M

@

what's to stop people from filling in fake information? and if they're so worried about who
they sell it to, why put it in mainstreet shops? just sell them to the CIA!
#41 POSTED BY SP@..lliG~, APFl.lU..lQ.~.JI§J?.M
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I think those that suspect Fuji is trying to cover it's ass are missing the bigger picture. Big
Corporations are in bed with Big Government, and Big Government likes to be able to
track pictures back to the individual. The cameras are likely to embed codes into

individual pictures.
Plus, it is social conditioning. A trend, another little baby step, another increment of heat
in the pot for us toads. The impetus for this can't be about liability.
Don't blame Fuji for overprotecting their but - blame whoever Fuji is sucking off in the
corporate-government orgy.
#42 POSTED BY IAKUAN . Affi!J._~ 20M 4:IlLE'M

@

what's to stop people from fIlling in fake information?
why, why,that would be WRONG!
#43 POSTED BY Al'illNQUS . APRIL.Z-200B 4·141'..M

@

what's to stop peop/ejromjilling infake information?
Fraud? Did you just conspire to commit fraud? Accesso,>: before the fact?
,.M...

Seriously, when I bought the wrong razor blades and took them back to the supermarket
for an exchange, they wanted my name, address, phone number and license number. They
got Bruce Wayne's info instead ..

#44 POSTED BY E1lB.O.f~ . APRIL 2~~OB 4:2QI\l

@

Urn -- this is a bit off-topic, perhaps, but who shops at B & H Photo, anyway? Full MSRP
on all their inventory! Bleeah!

#45 POSTED BY VILLAru<JR1QI . A£'BIUJQQ§.4:3!LPM

@

This is part of a trend where you are more than encouraged to pay full retail for a
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consumer item, but you don't actually ever own it. Or you only own part of it, but if you
pay extra they11 unlock the Platinum features or some such BS .
.Applied to cars, the EULA would be "Who will you be driving around with? YVhat will you

put in the trunk? Where else besides between work and your residence will you be driving
it? Would you ever take it to Mexico? Are you now or have you ever been a member of the
.Communist Party? Now please sign here to promise youln be a good citizen and never
open the hood, remove or replace any parts by yourself, obey all speed limits and traffic
laws and not allow this car to become a bigger threat to the National Security of The
Unraveling States of America than the Government itself."

If I can't sell it or take it apart or basically do whatever the hell I want with it, then what
exactly did I pay for? I know people have crafted all sorts of clever arguments to justify
this kind of thing, but Big Brother is as Big Brother does. It's hard to whip up a big
consumer backlash against intrusive stupidity when all manufacturers are forced to do it
by law (if in fact they are or will be), so the question is: Who then to smite?
#46 POSTED BY 6NIlliOUS, APRIL

2..2QQ!H~40·PM

<V

Spam reported.
#47 POSTED BY IA~UA!'I , 8£'Blbl"2008 ,o.:l!l£.M

<V

thanks Antinous. One day, I hope to gouge a spammers's eyes out with my thumbs .
.-.-'.'.

#48 POSTE,D BY ICKY2000 ,APRIL 2.20085:08.£.1,1

<V

@4S: 1) it's a very cool store - those baskets on the overhead rail and illl that is neat, 2)
they know cameras and sometimes you just really do want some real customer support, 3)

fun to look at the pro gear they have there (at least for an amateur like me). That having
been said, twice I've looked at things there and then bought them online cheaper.
#49 POSTED BY TI:i!NKI'R~R, 8£,R!.L,;1,..~QQa_M~.eM

<V

The EULA hardly matters since they won't sell it to you on the web anyway:
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"This item cannot be sold on the web. Please ca11800.606.6969."
I'm not flying to NYC to fiU out a fonn like that, much less talking to one of their

schmucks.
~--------------------

Jfyou check out this thing on Fuji's site, apparently it'll find your face in a photograph in
the dark and read a magnetic stripe on the fly to boot -- big brother in a box.
ht!;p: ((www.fuji.fi)musa.~QmLJ~P(fuji(epartner.§LpIo.P!IQtQ.Em.glli..tl~.-.!.Ioj~P
' ......

#50 POSTED BY MlJ:gl:! . API'!1!..2.J:Q!ll!-"l1V'...M.

@

The $500 price of this camera would buy
me a lot of naked pictures of people who are
good at posing for naked pictures.
I'd still like an ir. and uv sensitive camera
to photograph things like nocturnal wildlife
and flowers.

I don't mind this EULA so much ifit's token
and not sincerely enforced.

#51 POSTED BY MOO!,! . AP.!ll~..2._2'OO&J1;£Q..PM

@

Fuji is concerned that you may see some blurry tits, I guess. OMGWTFBBQ!
Thankyou, Fuji, for your copcern!
#52 POSTED BY .s.PRQlli.G~ . APR!1..~"2.008Jj,;,~IE.M

@

Since when can a camera seller be liable for the pictures that the cameras take? What does
IR or UV have to do with it? A telephoto lens and an open window will expose a lot more.
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And IR is nothing like x-ray, and it doesn't see beneath clothes. You get a heat signature.
Any IR picture I've seen hardly "seeing through clothes". Globy and low def.
#53 POSTED BY 8t!TINQU§ , .&Bl.I,.6,.Z!L@.;;~lEM

@

Yeah, but Rounskull,
The EULA might prevent somebody from discovering hidden white supremacist images.
Oh, I'm going to hell. I'm so going to hell.
:#54 POSTED BY SP8.QL@.~ , 8f'l'1I,Jl,2QQ!!~..P.M

@

Printer companies now embed images into all printed pages. The government wants
documents traceable back to the owner. I can't see any liability issue here, therefore ...
#55 POSTED BY TAKU"N ,APl'LL.2 200.e 5:>6.PM

@

I use IR cameras to record the DRS and cIA agents hiding in my hedges
#56 POSTED BY JECHD~YIAl'!I , 6E'.l'1~b2llQ~.o:.>?.PM
#31

@

Takuan
perhaps some total innocents will be fined or jailed or killed depending ifthey are
enemy combatant-coloured

I lal'ed and then I was sad because its sarta true :(
#57 POSTED BY .';NTIl'!Q1I§ , "f'RI!,.2~<Q.Qa_0;~!l.E'.M

@

Your refrigerator box has hedges? Don't be so fancy.

#58 POSTED BY llPBPlNQ3 ,6P..Rll".2,.2.QQ'§'.O;o.epM
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Sony was sued. Did they lose the lawsuit? What is the precedent now?
The pressure on Fuji did not come from internal lawyers protecting from civil lawsuits.

Because .there simply not enough legal threat to justify the decrease in sales that the EULA
will cause. There is no legal threat at all.
You have to consider the context of this new type of EULA. Microsoft installed backdoors
into Windows for the feds. Printers leave hidden traceable identifying marks on
documents. The phone companies comply with warrantless wiretapping. The government

knows the location of all cell phones at all times. The banks make it difficult to use money
anonymously. At every turn, anonymity is more difficult - this is obviously very much a
part of that context. Even the airport security theater is part of the.context of this issue.
This is no lawyers liability issue. Because there is no liability threat.
The pressures that led Fuji to make this decision were not internal.

#59 POSTED BY S15~ , ilpBJJ_.2".Q_Qap~Q~£>M

<!>

#52 POSTED BY HOUNSKULL, APRIL 2,20085:19 PM Come on people. Think.
Use the brain.
This particular EULA, despite being a minute of hassle, isn't anything to get
alarmed about. It doesn't actually constrict user's rights in any way that wasn't
already illegal. It's not even enforcable. It's just FUJI covering thier ass in case of a

. lawsuit.
By people reacting hysterically to this EULA it muddies the waters with other EULA
issues where usage rights are actually being unreasonably burdened.
Nothing to see here, sheeple, sign the ELUA and move along.
A minute hassle? You can't even buy the camera online because of it. That's no minute
hassle. You can buy a frick'n thermal camera on line but a stupid near IR camera requires
a sworn oath? Yes, its a big deal.. They even go so far as to dictate what **kind of person**
is allowed to use the camera (only government or business p.I;'ofessionals), what kind of

photos you can take (no hobby photos) and whether you can sell it ( firmware license is
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not transferable), That's a big deal.
If its not a big deal then Fuji would take the "not a big deal" ELUUA and **not ask you to
sign it**, ergo it is a big deal.
Not enforce.able? This ain't no shrinkwrap or click wrap license, this is a signed before you

get to buy it enforceable contract--with the exact degree of enforceability decidable in a
court oflaw.
And to the why is this such a big deal when the camera has been out for a year crowd,

what a stupid argument. How about, "Hey honey. I just noticed a clause in the contract

with the car dealer that says we aren't allowed to drive the car for anything but business,
I'm the only pe~son allowed to drive it and we can't ever sell it. Oh, never mind. That
contract is a year old ... " Just because we just found out about it doesn't mean it isn't a big
deal. It is.

#60 POSTED BY OM

1iI!. I\PRJL.,?QQ§.§:,Q;).1'M

<!>

... Just on a lark, I called five of the major camera shops here in CenTex. Every one of them
had the same exact two things to say:

1) Fuji had told them the same load of crap.
2) They told Fuji that such EULAs don't apply in the State of Texas, and ifthey wanted

them to hawk their cameras, they'd cram their EULA.
... So far, all five shops have been selling Fuji cameras with no problems.
#61 POSTED BY ANJlliQUll , I\Eru'_:LNQ~§:Qii.PM

<!>

Sorry Hounskull,but when yOll spend so much time tattooing a bullseye on your own
forehead ...

#62 POSTED BY rl\KUm , 8PBI!"~2QQ§Jl.;9li'M

<!>

wen, painted hedges
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#63 POSTED BY TAKUAti , APfill.1". 20Jl§,§;.QIl'M
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o

OK, crayoned hedges
#64 POSTED BY TAKUAtI,

APR!U~QIL~_6~1QPM

<!)

I always found Holden Caulfield really, really annoying.
#65 POSTED BY ANTmQu.~ , &BU. ..~,.£09B

6:11~.M

<!)

crayoned hedges
Why use a drawing implement that you can't sniff?

#66 POSTED

BY~EBQl®,

, ,.,P_RLL2.£QQILS:UPM

<!)

Goofy analogy?
Hows about I take a photo of a political protest demonstration being roughly put down by
cops and undercover army personel. and upload it to a popular biog.

Hows about there is some identif).ing marker in the photo.

Hows about I get a little re-educational visit the next day?
Registering cameras is not a big deal?! Wtf!
#67 POSTED BY TAKU..8M, &RIL..2. 200B..§j1E.M

<!)

lead
#68 POSTED BY illiIlM.OUS ,"'P~c2008 6:17 PM

<!)

A souvenir of your last PRe visit, no doubt, That's tbeir major export, ne?
<!)
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#69 POSTED BY}PJ.1&HY, t\l'RU.'.QQ.8 6: •.9..f'M

You can open almost any digital camera and remove the IR filter to get IR sensitivity in

the 800-900 nm range.
Now I'm probably on some FBI watch listl
#70.POSTED BY SF'RQ1Nce~,

lleR!I,,'".29.Q§.I>;.•§. .E'M

@

It isn't hysteria to point out that digital cameras are prone to watermarkings, and that big

corporations already have a track record of using such markings.
Cameras that may leave -identifyable watermarkings should not be registered, if you want
democracy,
I'm sure you are aiready educated at how government officials infiltrate and try to subvert
political gatherings that are deemed anti status quo. There is a huge history of that, and of
course not only in the U.S. In some countries the governments are much less covert.

You say I'm making a hysterical big deal, as if this is something to do with my emotion and
judgment being askew.
Sometimes when my girlfriend is asleep, I'll nudge her. If it's a fire, and she is just too
sleepy, maybe I1I yell. Not everything is just a small deal.
#71 POSTED BY ANTINOUS ,1IE.8J.h....2l!Q§,.i2;77-EM

@

Sproing,
I'm with you.

But if you want to feed something, get a goldfIsh.

#72 POSTED BY

DOce~tQ ~.IIP.Bl!...."_ZQ.9§.§;~U.M
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God. Dammit. I hate when people use the word "sheeple".

#73 POSTED BY rbK.lli1ti, 8PB!b..L?g08 6:5UM

.0

yeah, but it's a valid term when used properly
#74 POSTED BY I8KU_Illi" APRIL_2....•.QPJHi;:;~l'-M

o

yeah?
)1Jm;LLID'IW.instructallles~c-"-,!lLi9JJR7gigit~17c-'Lr!l&r~:IIlQc!.:l<:~~Jls:~utcfaG,us-intactl

#75 POSTED BY SKE~',

o

8P~~!!,,;ULQQ!l.§':'R~__ eM

OT
@Doggo,

How about the word nShero?U as in when Maya Angelou says "Heros and Sheros!!
appa.rently bee-ause there's not enough !lshe ll in uhe-ros." Gotta say "sher~" bugs me.
#76 POSTED BY TAKUAN, iIEB.LI._L?.o.o.!l..7,;QJEM

o

or
.-----

http://www.instructables.com / id/Infrared:!R::.W-..lJJ.l\!llL
#77 POSTED BY T8KUAN.,

8PRIL,~2lto.V:Q4.

PM

o

and
http://www.instructables&!lID/i.i!J.1.Ake-l!l.Wre c!.:.picmres-}:\l.il!l:YD.!!!:.: PigitaH:!i.meml

#78 POSTED BY §itLG.el'!,Q , lleBIL 2 2008 7~1CLE..M

o

Interesting, the license says it's for UVfIR capabilities enabled in the firmware. That
sounds like it's possible to hack the firmware of one of their regular cameras to provide
the same capability. Or do they have a EULA for their regular cameras that prohibits
modifications? Is reverse-engineering a legitimate business use? :)
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#79 POSTED BY IilJS.lJ.bl'! , I1pB!1l.~QQ§~:.4.Q.P.M
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@

anyone who cares can continue mining for hacks, the web is big.
Hounskull: Are you aware that you come across as a deliberately ill-mannered and
arrogEmt person?
Please answer the question.
#80 POSTED BY JAKEQ748 .I1PR/L 2,...o..Q§.1;4.o..~M

@

Also would like the answer to the question - "Hounskull: Are you aware that you come
across as a deliberately ill-mannered and arrogant person?"
Just want to know if you are a troll or pain in the ass who doesn't ever want to admit that
somedne else might be right, .. even on the smallest point.
#81 POSTED BY II11WII.l'!

.11~BlU.._20Q.8J~~PM

@

very well, as you wish it.
#82 POSTED BY J.6K£Q14§

.1\.E'.B.l'-2.~2008-":'.;t£,.M

@

@96 - "I come across as someone who responds to lame posts with derision."
.. --~.

Since when is derision a way to conduct a civil discussion?
#83 POSTED BY TAK!.iM!. Affi.!1_'• .2Q08 7~.5..8 PM

@

For those who wish to experiment with IR photography using the equipment they likely
already have at hand.I have found the Instructables website full of useful projects and tips.
I haven't myselflooked in to UV photography; but I'll bet they cover that as well. No need
to spend a lot of money you might not have.

#84 POSTED BY .c.9W/CIDe

I!. APR/bo2. 200~8.:.:I~J'_M
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#38 posted by Skep, April 2, 2008 3:56 PM:
"#34 Whp!j'llUji !'m..¥J! (NSFW, but you'll click it anyway)"
IndeedI did. I tbink the photos displayed there, being for commercial purposes, are
not typical of IR and the swim suits chosen were most likely chosen to give dramatic
results. In fact, I think at least one oftbern is one of those super thin "Tan through

your swimsuit" suits.
CONSPIRACY III

I never should have trusted !llli..gu...}'.
#B5 POSTED BY ~..BQlN.~ , I\P.BIL.2~~..QQB_~,;,1.U,M

<V

I've been known to call someone an idiot, if they outright refuse the Greater Logic of His
Saucy Goodness., But barring pointing out an inability to be use reason, personal attacks

make you look stupid. And they make you smell.
#86 POSTED BY JMEO;1ft , A!'.B!.b'z'.6.9.®.6.J.gJ",M

<V

11m giving up. Hounskull, you are no fun. Derision is not a civil response, no matter who
you are responding to. (Especially when the person you are responding to is wise, learned

.... -.

and a ball of fun). There is no good response to someone who is '.'always right" and rio fun
at all. So, I'll go on to better tbings right now and maybe we can tangle again some other
day.
Ciao.
#87 POSTED BY mUAN • I\PR!!..2._£QQll20 PM

<V

be patient Jake, he is not ready to talk
#BB POSTED BY TMUI\N .I\P8.L'2".£o.Q~B.:.£..E'.M
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but Cowie? you don't trust Hunter K Thompson?

,

@

#89 POSTED BY §.~"-'" t\.eB~~•.'_Q.Q!t~;1ZEM

HOUNSKULL, APRIL 2, 2008 7:49 PM

#92

Takuan

"Hounskull: Are you aware that you come across as a deliberately ill-mannered and
aITogl;lnt person?tI

No, I come across as someone who responds to lame posts with derision. way.
",
~-

You seem to mistake the mistake of thinking they are mutually exclusive. They are not. So

much for you always being right.
#90 POSTED BY SKEP , e,PRIL..'"29.08 9:0QPM

@

Pervs can photograph kids, stalk people, do some really illegal and uncool things.
The sort of things people tend to have alarmist and visceraL responses to, that make
the evening news, and prompt law sui~s.

Yes, apparently you need to buy any of Fuji's other products if you want to take pervy
photos. The lack of an ELUA for those cameras implies it's ok to use them, especially since
neither IR or UV are necessary to taking Perry photos and because all cameras are capable
..•-.;.

of invading privacy, Fuji should have considered that when implementing the ELUA .
And unlike a telephoto lens, which still requires someone to voluntarily make
themselves visible, it's hard to prevent against this unless a person wears a lead coat

all the time. (another distinction goofballs seem incapable of understanding.)
Yes, because anyone who disagrees wit hyour god-like reasoning ability must be a "goof
. ball." In fact, telephoto lenses allow photographers to take photos of people who
reasonably believe they are in private--c~ntradicting your false statement that such people

are "voluntarily mak[ing] themselves visible," That is why using extraordinary means to
take photos (including telephoto lenses) is an invasion of privacy.
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This EULA is perfectly understandable, and basically just an unenforceable CYA
maneuver. As someone said, equivalent to a head shop posting a disclaimer over the
door.

Understandable I::: reasonable. Ifit's truly unenforceable then there is no reason to ask for
it in the first place (if Fuji knows it to be unenforceable then it isn't a meaningful measure
and it won't give them legal cover.) Second, it is enforceable. It is an explicit contract

required as part of the purchase. Name the "un-enforceable" part of the contract.

~'.

The people alarmed over this (OMGl! AN EULA!!!) are the sort of people who are
always in hysterics about something. They're unhelpful and frankly, rather stupid.

That isn't an argument, it is merely a general ad hominem.
#91 POSTED BY SKEP • APRIL 2. 2.0.08 .9.;.02 PJ,\

<V

Take a look at this #110 POSTED BY HOUNSKULL ,APRIL 2,20088:53 PM Ok,
trollldddies. I'ill big bad meanie for commenting Dn your nonsense. Happy now?
It's not a mea culpa if you are still calling their arguments nonsense just because yOll

disagree with them.
Mod parent -1
#92 POSTED BY SPflQJ!iG~ • AP.!lJk2~QD8 9:OZl'M

<V

Infrared doesn't pass through clothes any better than does visible light. You can't "see
throughtl clothes with it.
The link to the joke porn site has nothing to do with IR.
Infrared will show heat gradations. So if you are wearing a tight fitting shear garment, like
a swimsuit, you could pick up on temperature differences on the outside ofthe fabric. You
aren't going to pick up on temperature diffences underneath the fabric.

I would like to be educated as to the successful litigation for selling devices that could be
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used to compromise privacy. I'm aware that spy devices are sold openly, when they are not
restricted to police and government use.
And need I remind that regardless of if the cameras currently have digital signatu"res,

future ones could. The weak and dangerous thing to have is a database of owners and
future owners. If the seriousness of that possibility misses you, it probably always will.
#93 POSTED BY S~.• APRIL 2. 2008_ 9:2Q.EM.

@

"#113 POSTED BY SPROING3 • APRlL 2, 2008 9:07 PM
Infrared doesn't pass through clothes any better than does visible light. You can't "see

through" clothes with it.
The link to the joke porn site has nothing to do with JR."
Sorry, Sproing3, but there are different wavelengths of JR, including near and far IR. The
"near" IR is near visible wavelegth, It is the kind of IR used in the photos of swim suits
and in photbs of plants that show the leaves as brilliant white--because the leaves reflect
so much near IR. The kind of JR you are thinking of is far, or thermal, IR imaging.

,-_.--

However, near IR isn't really that effective at seeing through clothes. In a few cases, some
thin fabrics are more transparent to near IR than to visible light, but the swim suit photos
in the website are **worst case examples** especially chosen for the site and are not
represent~tive of clothing or swimsuits in general. Heck, many swim suits are more
transparent when wet and any Camera can see that difference.

Many spy devices are sold openly, partially due to poor enforcement of existing
wiretapping laws and because there many legal applications for gear that can also be used
to invade privacy--Iegal hallway security cam/illegal bathroom cam, etc.

#94 POSTED BY :rAK~N. ~~!!..l, 20Q§ 9:<-ZPM.

<!)

and how is someone's privacy violated if a grainy, black and white image of vague body
parts that could belong to anyone is the issue?
I would be more interested in, say, the use of FUR cameras to uncover marijuana grow
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operations in private dwellings.
#95 POSTED BY SPROING3 • &BJLL~Q!l1ljl~~£,M

@

Skep, I'm pretty sure thatthe porn website doesn't use an IR camera at all. Those are just
regular light pictures of models in sheer clothing.
As for near and far IR, I'm not quite getting your point, as regards to seeing though
clothes. Neither can, correct? You see infrared of the clothing itself, the heat of the
clothing- you don'! see through clothing.
As for enforcement being the reason spy devices are openly sold, that may be - I'm not
clear on the law. My question was more along the lines of what examples of successful
lawsuits have their been. I'm trying to establish if there is a credible legal threat. Without

any prior successful lawsuits, 1 am inclined to believe there are other motivations at work.
It's all about money and power. The EULA doesn't seem designed to make more money -

I'm pretty sure it would hamper sales. Does it credibly protect the money that it loses? If
not. ..

#96 POSTED BY TAKUAN ,8E81u....p08 9·40.PM

@

does the executive staff of a company that sells restricted technology to "terrorists II stand a
chance oflanding in jail for it? (oh yeah)

#97 POSTED BY TAKI,!,6,N, Ae8!kL20Q§._9A5.J'M

@

Home from U.S. jail, B.C. b~sinessman offers warning
Last Updated: Wednesday, November 28,2007 111:02 AM ET
CBCNews
A Vancouver businessman is warning Canadian businesses to beware of working with
countries the U.S. considers enemies, pointing to his time in a Texas jail as a cautionary
tale ..
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Farshid Rohani, also known as Seyed Abolghassem Rohani Eftekhari, spent more than a
year behind bars after pleading guilty to a charge of conspiracy to violate the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act and the Iranian Transaction Regulations, which forbid

trade with Iran.
The Iranian-born engineer maintains his innocence and says he agreed to the guilty plea

in exchange for authorities dropping more serious charges on the advice of his lawyer and out of fear he could face up to 55 years in prison.

. .,~

-".

1t1 was very scared - 55 years. For what? For what? What did I do?" he said in an exclusive
interview with CBC News, now back home in B.C .
Tried to purchase high-tech equipment
Rabani, a management executive at a Vancouver-based company called Sutcast Foundry
Technologies, arrived in San Antonio, Texas, on Sept. lSl 2006, to buy a magnetostrictive
sensor, a machine worth $72,000 that uses ultrasonic waves t6look for cracks and other
flaws in metal pipes.
As he was signing documents for the purchase from the Southwest Research Institute, FBI

agents swarIIied the building.
"As soon as I sign it, FBI from window and door. Five people came and arrested me. At
first I couldn't talk. What's going on, what's happened?" he recalled.

According to the institute's website, the equipment can be used to inspect large structures
such as the steel liners in containment buildings of nuclear power plants.
In a sworn affidavit; a U.S. Customs special agent cites e-mail correspondence to support
allegations that Rohani planned to ship the equipment to an engineering company in

Tehran.
Rohani said the e-mail exchange was with business partners in Iran who had tried
unsuccessfully tried to buy a simiiar piece of equipment.
But he denies allegations he was going to act as a middleman. He says he already owned a
similar device, purchased in Queoec,.and was looking to use the new one for contracts to
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examine oil pipelines in Alberta and China.
Accusedofbeing a terrorist bycellmates
VYhen Rabani was arrested; he says, he was put behind bars alongside drug dealers and

violent offenders with ties to the Mexican mafia who demanded protection money and
called him a terrorist.
His court-appointed lawyer convinced himto take the plea deal.
liThe trial is going to maybe take hvo or three years ... and if you lose, lifetime in prison,"

he said the lawyer told him.

":... ..

"SO I am a logical person," Rabani said.
Since returning to Canada nearly two weeks ago, Rohani says he still wakes up thinking
he's in the U.S. jail.
Hesays he hopes others don't also end up behind bars because of what he describes as

overzealous prosecutors, and that Canadians should know that even innocent ties to
countries such as Iran, North Korea and Syria could land them behind bars in the U.S.

#98 POSTED BY SKEE , APBl'.... 200B 9;<illM

<V

liAs for near and far JR,.I'm not quite getting your point, as regards to seeing though
. clothes. Neither can, correct? You see infrared of the clothing itself, the heat of the
clothing - you don't see through clothing."

We see through clothing all the time. Black panties under white pants? Red bra under a
white blouse? Certain fabrics are more transparent than others.

Near IR doesn't magically see through clothing, but some fabric is more transparent to
near IR than visible light. Let's go back to the Red bra under a white blouse. Could you see
the same red bra under a red blouse of the same kind of fabric? Maybe a little, but not so
much. I'm not giving you a very good analogy, but the idea with the near IR is that when
you filter out the visible light it can be like turing the red blouse white but leaving the bra
a contrasting color, taking the reflecting color of ¢e blouse down malting it easier to see
through the fabric to the bra underneath, but not a miracle and it only works with thin
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fabrics with a high IR transparency relative to the visible light reflectivity. And, as you
noticed, many of the "IR" photos on the website were not very different from the full
spectrum photos--if anything they are mostly just shots of extraordinarily thin fabric
swimsuits.
The reason the Sony fiasco died down is because neaf IR is not a big deal and it doesn't
live up to the hype. It doesn't see through normal fabrics.

#99 POSTED BY §PBQlli§l.l , "'!".Bl!..1.,_'_QQ~_.L(tP_e_.E.M

\----"

@

Takuan @118 - That's a frightening tale of Massively Multiplayer Parental Overlyconcern.~d RightousGrotesquery. Can you tie it into the EULA thread?
#100 POSTED BY ~"-~ . 6P.B!l....2. 200B..1.Q:2..U..M

@

I get it, if you have a very shear outer garment that is highly reflective, infrared will filter
out the glare of it, inas much, and only inasmuch, as the fabric is also transparent .
.And Sony face some noise about lR. But no big company seems to be at any actual legal
risk. Risk of noise, maybe.

So is someone saying that these cameras make p~ople Qut in public seriously erotically
exposed, unless they are dressing for the lR camera? Any examples to share about this? I
highly doubt it I'd wager anything sheer enough to be transparent to IR is going to be
sheer enough to be vulnerable to the right visible light conditions.
And patterns of nipple heat on someones swbnsuit? Fuji's la\'olyers can 't fight off a lawsuit

from Swimsuit Sue, while the Paparazzi can fight offlawsuits by British Royalty?
I'm not swallowing that load.
#101 POSTED BY ~KEP • "'f:1l.!h.2•.2008..1Q~~.LPM
1~2

@

POSTED BY HOUNSKULL, APRIL 2, 200810:29 PM #111 Genius, you're

equivocating a telephoto lens to an IR camera. What kind of an idiot you must be to
even conceive that equivalence ...
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It would seem you are giving up all pretense of making honest arguments in favor of ad
hominems. That's too bad since you aren't an idiot j but you can sometimes be functionally

·{dentical to one,
One can, in fact, pool various privacy threats together when making a rational analysis of
the actual legal implications. You seem to be unfamiliar with how invasion of privacy laws
work1 and indeed, taking extraordinary measures to see what could not ordinarily be seen

by eye is part of invasion of privacy laws. Both telephoto lenses and IR can, depending on
the circumstances, meet that standard. The "kind of idiot" who would "conceive that
equivalence" of IR and telephoto lenses includes law makers across the 50 states, judges

and pro~ecutors.
Your rather obvious ignorance on the matter of privacy laws--whether real or feigned--and

the arrogance 'with which you wield it suggests that your further comments are likely of
the same, ilk and really aren't worth considering based on the credibility of the Source.

<!>

#102 POSTED BY ~.E'ROING.~ ,I\PRIL 2~2QQ!Ltl!;52.E',M

Hounskull @123 - IR, as you might know, will "see through" to the same extent as visible

light. The main difference that the body glows with heat, and this shine out through shear
fabrics. So you might be able to pick up the body glow. But the body glow is nothing like
reflected light - it is more amorphous (less morphous?).
As. the camera has been out for a year, there oughtto be some pies out there of us to use in

our discussion. !fnot, well, maybe IR is not quite so riske a technology, And I wanted my

see through specs! Guess I'll have to wait for the T-Raycamera to come out.
So, Mr. H, we are waiting for rna things from you, for a credible argument. 1) examples of
companies with big budget lawyers having lost lawsuits in related cases, and 2) examples

that this techriology is substantially more intrusive than similar technology that is freely
sold.

#103 POSTED BY

<V

tiQ!JHSJqA.", "J'BL~ Z"~9Q8_19;Q,H.M

btw, on the light transmissability of fabrics:
Anybody who wears technical clothing for outdoor activities,

may have noticed a !lUV
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block" rating. It might be UV 20 to 50 or so. That indicates they're specially treated with
UV absorbent coatings to block UV light, for skin protection.
That's necessary because many materials are highly transparent to UV. A garment which

blocks over 95% of visible light may still be very "see-through" and transparent to UV.
Many synthetic fibers are initially transparent, to a wide range of the spectrum, before

being dyed for color by blocking/reflecting in·the visible light spectrum. Silk is also highly
transparent. Thin cotton and many other natural fibers are fairly transparent.
None of which I'd worry about ordinarily.

But, if you see a creep photographing kids using a UV /IR camera, or some stalker or other
loser, it's a good idea to call the police.
Oh, and if they're using a UV/IR camera and signed a EULA, they won't be able to deny
knowledge or intent.
#104 POSTED BY llJ5.f;P', I\P_~lLZclQQ§_lQ:.SZ'p.M

<V

BTW, I was ready to chastise JAKE0748 for suggesting you are a troll. The troll accusation
is a bit like Goodwin's law. However, I think that closing a post with "(idot.)"--for the sole
reason that you disagree on the definition of ttDormar'~~combined with your additional
liberal use of ad hominem attacks in this thread, definitely elevates you to an increasingly
clear qualification for trollhood.
#105 POSTED BY S...Kgp , Ae8t~.<•. '.QQ~ l.LQ.1.PM

<V

"125 POSTED BY SPROING3 ,APRlL 2, 2008 10:52 PM
Hounskull @123 - IR, as you might know, will "see through ll to the same extent as visible
light. The main difference that the body glows with heat J and this shine out through shear
fabrics. So you might be ~ble.to pick up the body glow. But the bOdy glow is nothing like

reflected light - it is more amorphous (less morphous?)."
,Close. Near IR is just a little past the visible spectrum and is very similar in a lot of ways.
It is similar to putting a dark red filter over your camera and taking B&W photos--only
more so. You do not see the heat glow of bodies in near IR and you can1t take images in
total darkness without an IR source (bodies don't show up as glowing as they do in
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thennal IR like you See when watching a FLIR camera shot from a police helicopter. This
camera req'uires "light" to take pictures, but it may not be visible "light."
#106 POSTED BY SPROIN_G;! . i\eB!!"6~,tQU1:02J'~M

@

Oh, and Mr. H - I'm not surprised that you picked up on the fact me pointing out that you
pointing out my character flaws makes you stupid is an ad hominem.
I am surprised ~hat you thought it enlightening to explain to me the inconsistency that
was involved in creating my witticism. Kinda makes you seem a ~ittle slowish.

#107 POSTED BY s.~.P .A.P,fl.!!....•.. ;!Q9_&.11.:Q4P.M

@

"#128 POSTED BY HOUNSKULL ,APRIL 2, 2008 10:58 PM
#125 sproing3
You don't know what you're talking about and are an idiot. I've already told you that as
h~ve others, It

Sproings is at least willing to try to learn, unlike you, who's main talent seems to be the
rapidity with which you can type the word tlidiot. n.
#108 POSTED BY liP.BQING:l • A?.8J."_<,_<.OO~JJ.:Q.&.E'M

@

"This camera requires Uligh(' to take pictures, but it may not be visible "light."

Ok, so it acts like a fancy filter. It sees "through" clothes exactly to the extent that the
clothes are transparent to visible light.
Bathing suits are close to opaque to near IR then, are most fabrics. Only very sheer
womens dresses would be an issue, and then only in the best lighting conditions.

#109 POSTED BY §KI;J: • i\e.B1'&..<_QQ6_JL~~J>M.

@

"Ok, so it acts like a fancyfilter.It sees "through" clothes exactly to the extent that the
clothes are transparent to visible light."
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Very close. Near IR is not actuallyvisble, its Iitterally a shade past red, light that you can't
see. But you have the general idea.

Most clothes do not show anything by using an IR camera--which is what I meant by
nonnal. Many conSUmer cameras have a special "night" mode and built in IR LED "light"
source. They can take pictures with light you can't see. You can play with this feature and

you'll discover that it does not magically make clothes see-through. (BTW, surely the
ability to see in total darkness has mare privacy implications than the occasionally IR
translucent swimsuit, yet no EULA is required to by the numerous consumer cameras that

,~,

come with that feature, 'or the many, many in-expensive concealable security cameras with
that feature--bul I'm sure Mr. Super Genius (Helmet Head) has an explanation of why we
are all "idiots" for thinking so.)

#110 POSTED BY QQ.W!ClQ.!;

I!. 8.eBlkL~Q!,-e_JJ;:IZPJ;l

<V

I feel lett out, Hounskull hasn't called me an idiot yet. Or, maybe he implied it earlier
somehow and I fricken' missed it? rats ....
#111 POSTED BY ~~E;E. . i\P!'\!L;UlLQ§-.J 1~3.r;_EM

<V

#133 POSTED BY HOUNSKULL, APRIL 2, 2008 11:16 PM Skep, "idiot" goes for
you too.
Now you are just repeating yourself. Reminds me of Anime. "Baka! Baka! Baka!"

Now if I Was truly predictable you would have predicted my dissection of your arguments
and, in anticipation, also included the counter arguments. Strangely, in spite of your
psychic powers of prediction, you did not.

Your logic as run out, but your bluster has remained. Sort oflike Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
It seems Dr. Jekyll has lost the battle, leaving only Mr. Hyde here to call people idiots.
-As much as I enjoy a proper rational dustup, there is not much point to arguing with
someone'who's main counter argument is "idiot.'" And it is not that you are mean--though
you are~~it is that your **arguments** are ad hominems rather than rational discourse.
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You started out with' arrogant but fact-inspired arguments but soon dispensed with the
need to support your arguments when you could, instead, simply call people "idiot."
If you are going troll with ad hominems rather than rational discourse you could at least

attempt some panache and be entertaining rather than just dull boor.
#112 POSTED BY l>ER.Ql~J;;.•• 8E'!llU"..2JXte.1JA1J'M

<V

Equivocate?
1t l s so cute when you try"to use grownup words!
#113 POSTED BY SK"-E

,AeB!l..2~1.Q.Q!!.lJ;,t'.P-M

<V

#136 POSTED BY HOUNSKULL, APRIL 2,2008 But don't worry. Your skull seems
to be highly opaque and like a "fancy filter" prevents any illumination from dawning
upon you.
Remarkably, that was apparently stated "irony-free," in spite of the fact that
HOUNSKULL's handle is named after a type of medieval helm with a full-face visor with
tiny eye slits-all the better to call down from one's 'high horse with epithets w~ile ignoring
any need for rational argument.
#114 POSTED BY SKE!'., 8PRl!.;{'.l!Jl.O~U;~.PM

<V

':An)"Nays, please resume ignorant but highly passionate debate,"
Not really possible with out you. Kind of need the main protagonist to continue.
#115 POSTED BY SPRQlli~3 ,8EB11..2.200B..1M,Y-M

<V

Well, back on track - this EULA smells to me very much like Aircraft Securith Theater. A
distraction, meant to adimatize people to a climate of Big Brother.
And I back this up by the actions of the major inkjet printer companies, teleom
companies, oil companies, etc, etc. Big government,is playing a part in the growing
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fascism. If that seems like an insimely strange proposition - it is. And the insanely strange
evidence is discussed daily on Boingboing.
#116 POSTED BY ~PROIN-".:j • 8E'RIL.-,"...;100§'JJ.;~.E'_M

<V

Sorry ~ that should- read; Big business is playing a part in the groMng fascism.

#117 POSTED BY MANIC.!l8S's'MA.t'!. 8.eBLU •. ~008.;1;P~..8M

<V

do you actually have to agree to the EULA before you can walk out of the shop with it???

#118 POSTED 8Y tlASSM.,.loSA.SJlAti. 8PB.LUc<Qo_s.:>:QQ8M

<V

Houndskull.-what seems to be your problem?Please, enough. we are all in you debt.you
are very clever and-have enlightened us on numerous topics,Your thoughts are like gold to
us mere Uidiots".Truly pearls before sMne.

Although this wisdom does not make you happy.You are angry at those who are less
"Houndskully" than yourself.This I can understand.Tell us how to be better .Share.
#119 POStED BY PINIJE'.5.1 . 8E'.!3.[l,.;2..•P1ts_,:11/IM

..

,-~,

<V

Hi, I didn't read all comments, but I'm must say I'm puzzled by what I read until now: are
you all so obsessed Mth "see-through-sMmming-suits" issues that you don't see that
there's much more to it, especially security issues? I mean, here you have a 500$ IR
camera with a 300mm lens and superior optics looking like an ordinary SLR! A burglars
dream!!!
#120 POSTED BY "!L!.AG.~.JQLQJ . APRIL 3

2QQl1.§:~~J\M

<V

Humans are so wei~d, designing neat stuff like this camera but then not selling it to the

public for some reason (the real one) but justifying the action with BS fears of exposing
. someone's nipples at the beach or that some perv might create underage and vague.
vagina~esque

or proto-penis imagery as seen by otherwise invisible wavelengths" of light.
So what? Actually; the EULA never talks about kids or swimsuits, but some here are
arguing that point for them anyway because at heart we all know how silly humans still
are about stuff like this.
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Where I Ilve, I can buy a 12 gauge shotgun much more easily than this camera (cheaper,
too!) but no one makes,me sign a promise to not to do bad things with it first, since if! did
. it wouldn't matter what I thought, or knew. or signed; I'm still gonna be in big trouble .
. Kiddie porn filmed in any wavelength of light is illegal. Shooting them with any gauge of
shotgun is also illegal.
This issue is most likely not about protecting kids or penetrating the opacity of swimsuits,

#121 POSTED BY

CYQ!,~.'>~, /Offij),..>._200B_Z;§4-AM

<V

Good to see the moderation here keeping people from abusing others in what really could
easily b~ a simple discou'rse on cameras, EULAs, increasing technology, and the
scrambling of people to attempt desperately to cover their O'WIl asses. I agree with
Hounskull this isn't really a big deal in itself or a reason to hate Fuji passionately,
Perhaps if you find the same camera without the EULA, buy it from the other party. I
stopped going to one dentist when they requested I sign an arbitration agreement and
instead went with another dentist. Not that I never sign those agreements, just that I had
seen this dentist for 3 years with no agreement and then it was sprung upon me. 3 months
after I changed dentists, that office closed down,

.-

#122 POSTED BY llERINGBRE8K!a.O.l!.ER ,8P.Rlb.~,_._Q91'-~~:l.'8M

<V

Obviously this camera uses the same technology as Rowdy Roddy Piper's glasses in They
Live.
#123 POSTED BY TAKUAN ,8eRII,A..290B lLH1..8M

<V

Dear Sproing
Why do EULA's like this one exist? What social/political/legal climate creates the need for
them? What is Fuji seeking protection from? I hope that is responsive.
#124 POSTED BY IA!SJ!8N, 8P.Jlj.l.A.2.QM.1j;1~AM
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ITT fined $100 million for illegal tech exports

George Leopold
EE Times
(03/27/20075:10 PM EDT)
WASHINGTON - lIT Corp. has confessed to exporting military night vision technology
to China and other coun~ies without an export license and has agreed to pay fines totaling
$100 million, the Justice Department said Tuesday (March 27).
ITT, the leading producer of night vision equipment for the U.S. military, agreed to plead
guilty to separate counts of exporting military equipment without an export license and
omitting infonnation from arms export control reports. The government said the plea
agreement is the first conviction of a major U.S. military contractor under the Arms
Export Control Act.

-',:"

#125 POSTED BY KENMgJ; • t\~B.!!.',1!_Qj!§-4:14 P_M

<!>

>IIT fmed $100 million for illegal tech exports
I don't see the part where they compare the size of the fine to the amount lIT brought in
in sales~ or how big that fine is relative to their yearly ea~nings.
-,-.

#126 POSTED BY $!:!iQltill,., AP"8J!'._"._.Q.o.ft_9~111.M

<!>

Hey - I think you're switching on a lightbulb. Interesting communication style, by the way.
Say just enough, but not all, so that when I make the connection it will seem like my idea.
Seems yOll are saying that this is near military equipment that could be used domestically

in a civil war or other civil disturbance. Seems one reason to control the technology is that
it has military value.
If so, that motivation would go alongside with one to register digital imaging devices. It is
of civil disobedience control interest to track down photographers of the wrong sorts of
pictures.
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#127 POSTED BY .sPBOING~

,N'j1.l'-;L2Q.Q~_S:.1g.PM
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<!>

Hey - I think you're switching on a Iightbulb, Interesting communication style, by the way.
Say just enough, bilt not ail, so that when I make the connection it ~n seem like my idea.
Seems you are saying that this is near military equipment that could be used domestically
in a civil war or other civil disturbance. Seems one reason to control the technology is that

.it has military value,

'

.. ,-

If so, that motivation would go alongside with one to register digital imaging devices. It is
. of civil disobedience. control interest to track down photographers of the wr'ong sorts of
pictures.
#128 POSTED BY 8!:!I!NoU!,!, APR!13

20..QJl.~.?QEM

<!>

. Bay just enough, but not all
If only we could get more people to adopt this communication style! Sometimes I v.:0nder

if commenters are getting paid by the word.
#129 POSTED BY IAKUA~, APRI, 3, 2008 9;ALfM

<!>

hey, hey.. , do I come down and tell you how to make licence plates?
#130 POSTED BY TAK\.!"'.N ,8P!lli._",._<9.Q.B...3;~PM

<!>

Men with 'highly sensitive' cameras arrested at airport
• Story Highlights
.. ,Ten of the cameras were found "in the men's checked luggage l officials say
* The thennal imaging cameras have potential military use
• The men had been in the United States for about a week, officials say
• They were arrested for trying to take the cameraS without the proper export licenses
LOS ANGELES, California CAP) -- Two men attemptingto board a plane to China with
nearly a dozen sensitive infrared cameras in their luggage were arrested on Saturday, a
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federal official said.
art.lax.gi.jpg
The men. were preparing to board a flight to Beijing at the Los Angeles International
Airport.
Federal agents stopped the pair on the jetway as they were preparing to board the flight to
Beijing.

---

-',

The men had been in the United States for about a week, said Rick Weir, assistant special
agent in charge of the Los Angeles office of the Department of Commerce's Bureau of
Industry and Security.
Yang'Guo Zhi, a Chinese'national, and Tah Wei Chao, a nahlralized U.s. citizen, were
arrested for investigation of trying to take thermal imaging cameraS with potential
military use to China without the proper export licenses, Weir said.
Julie Salcido, a supervising agent with the Burea.u of Industry an,d Security, said one of the
men purchased the cameras, assuring the seller repeatedly that they were only for
domestic use.
"He repeatedly said he wouldn't export," she said.
Ten of the cameras, which measure about 2 inches square and cost about
were found in the men's checked luggage, Weir said.
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AlexanderDitto sez, IIThis week's LoadingReadyRun video addresses combining restrictive
End-User License Agreements with Friendships, Results: pain, Also laughs!"

I really liked the sideswipe at the kind of lIfriendship l! that social network services seem to
think We live with."
Tenns of Friendship (Thanks, AlexanderDitto!)
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Discussion
#1 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS,

M8RQ!i~."Q_O~J.1 :O.LPM.

®

These Victoria guys are pretty damn funny. Plus one of their mainstay female leads is

srookin' hot.
Check out the saga that was their Desert Bus fundraiser for Child's Play, I spent a weekend
in that chat with them and I would say it was time well spent for a good cause.

#2 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS, .MABc.H_HU_Q.OJ!V;l AM

®

I think Rands did this first with FriendDA h!m;LLwww.friendg.ll~Qr..gl
h!m;LLwww.randsiru:ru>ose.comb!.rQ)ivesL'?cQQfJ.l!QL!.9l.fl:i~!ldlta,htl)))

®
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#3 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS, MARCH 1Q...~QQlL~~RAM

I loved the video! A good, light-hearted parody of EULAs.

The rest of their stuff is really good, too.
#4 POSTED BY GDHOLTBY, MABCH

1QL_~QPJt.§:59

8M

@

I was surprised Desert Bus didn't show up on boingboing. Maybe next year.
#5 POSTED BY MlCAH, MA.RS;_H_1QL~QQ.!l.J..Q;H A~

@

EULAs are just like N¥Q.l!n~rtm_ent 1;>1:Q.[<~§.•
#6 POSTED BY fl],J},LQg~QEM.YQEMIS.E, Mi\ggjjJl,.~Q.Q~.1Q;§~ AM

@

I was distracted by the.giant map of Moscow. Is that quilted?
#7 POSTED BY .EVIL ~IM, Mi\"l:;tilQ"".Q.Q.!l.Jj~§.,o,M

@

This isn1t the first time theive delved into "law... thing." Their video Th.~ .Ri~9~,~.~ is also
worth checking out.
#8 POSTED BY NQ.VAKR~Q, MARQ!:lJL.oilil.3:21.AM

@

I was enjoying it until a text ad popped-up (for the second time) in the middle of the
frame, at whiCh point I stopped watching.
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logging in. Itls fast, free, and we don t spam, ever.
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A fair EULA for downloaded works
POSTED BYQ.Q.[l..H)QJ;:. I-Q!'!.Q.W, FEBRUARY 26, 200910:19 AM Il'.E..RMtlUNK
My latest Guardian column's just gone up, about the message that-entertainment
companies send when they put crappy EULAs on their digital downloads:
Here's the world's shortest, fairest, and simplest licence agreement: "Don't violate
copyright law." IfIhad my way, every digital download from the music in the
iTunesand Amazon MP3 store, to the ebooks for the Kindle and Sony Reader, to the
games for your Xbox, would bear this - and only this - as its licence agreement.

"Don't violate copyright law" has a lot going for it, but the best thing about it is what
it signals to the purchaser, namely: t1you are not about to get screwed."
You shouldn't have to sell your soul just to download som~..!J1....!ll!ig
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Discussion
#1 POSTED BY BALDHEAD , FEBRUARY ~~..OjL~' AM

Yeah but that wastes the grand opportnnity to fid new ways to define copyright law.
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#2 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS , EI;flBYAR.Y.2'L?'QQ~JQ;~J..8M

<V

Seems redundant. Might as well say:
Don't do drugs

Don't shoot yourself
Don't be evil

or
Don't do stuff you shouldn't do.
#3 POSTED BY iYEI~EDCOMPAfo!!QNCJ!.!lE , FEBB118BL?§,,~..9.o.l)J,1:.Q18.M
"~-

@

For years iPod packaging had "Don't Steal Music" on it. Even though Apple has a (at the

.

time) DRM.-only music store, they know damn well that isn't where most users get their

music.

#4 POSTED BY ROBB_Q

IL'!. FEBRJ.lABY2§. 2009 ttQ>-llM

@

It's an interesting age we live in when the previously arcane concepts of copyright law
intrude upon our day to day activities. Do we need to constantly define and redefine
copyright law with each and every agreemen't we enter into? No. Awareness of these laws
will not slip into the shadows once more any time soon because they are being driven into
the light and - hopefully, eventually, inevitably - redefined into a singular and consistent
understanding for everyone. Therefore a simple EULA of "Don't violate copyright law."
would become as inviolate a principle of behaviour as "Thou shalt not kill."
t"~"

·Of course, we're still working on that one.

While I'm here, I was curious if Cory's email EULA is public domain? I'd love to emulate,
copy, rip-off what you always tag on to the end of your mails - with my own amendments
and acknowledgement, naturally - with my own missives.

Cheers.

#5 POSTED BY CI:illBQ.t!

IL'!. EIOlLR!ffiI!Y2~O.l).J.1;Q9_AM

@

I
·http://www.boingboing.netl2009/02/26/a-fair-eula-for-down.hlml
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How about, "Don't violate Jefferson's Copyright Law?" That I could go for.
#6 POSTED BY ~ • fJ;.!lBIli\BY.£6,

o

2009_jj:~_AM

do

I love the concept, but it doesn't make it clear to the user what they can and can't
v-rith
the work. If the statement·doesn't grant a license, then any copying, distributing or

modifying the work would violate copyright. If the statement is intended to imply that
certain uses of the material are permitted without violating copyright, it is hard to
determine where the line is. Out of curiosity, I would love to see people reply in the
comments with what they think would and wouldn't be permitted under the EULA. Which
of the following do you think would be permitted under the proposed license:

•• ...!:

1. Use

of the software;

2. Copying the

software;

3. Distribl.l:ting copies to other people;
4. Making modifications and derivative works ofthe sofu.vare for your ovm usej

5. Making modifications and derivative works to sell to other people?

.--

I realize tJie example was intended to make a point, but I think it would be useful to build
on the idea and create a short EULA that is respectful to userS and includes a little more
. detail about what the author expects the user to be able to do with the material.
'#7 POSTED BY l\.OPHER , FEBB.!l6BY 26, 200911:43 AM

o

GotMike, the point ofEULAs is to restrict use beyond what copyright laws already
prescribe and proscribe. A EULA that merely explains copyright law isn't very useful to
the company trying to do that. What Cory's doing is essentially saying that EULAs are a
bad thing.
#8 POSTED BY 6'iBA.M1MQ.DE~TOR

\fI!, E!;"-J>j,IhB.'!' ..o~:<'Q.Q9jJ:li.§i\M

http://www.boingboing.net!2009/02/26/acfair-eula-for-down.html
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My favorite software EULA was one I saw in the '80S. I think the software was either a

screensaver Or a hard' drive defragmenter. (Or both.) I don't recall the exact wording, but
it was along the lines of: We're not going to tell you that you have to buy a license of this
sottwarefor every computer you use it on in your office, because weknow you wouldn't do
it. But at least don't share it around to your friends and neighbors. We have rent to pay,
too.
#9 POSTED BY MIDKNYTE • E§jRUARY 2§~Q!l.11;.5l1.AM

'_.

-.

<V

"... SO now the pitch goes: "We gave Y,DU what you asked for, you've brought us to our
knees. Now, please stop ripping us off and start buying music again - we're offering a fair

deal..."
No, and no. DRM is only being dropped in mantra. 2 out of the 3 major vendors of music
downloads (in my mind those are iTunes, Amazon, and the Zune platform), still enforce
device tie-in.
Just sell the dbg-gamned music, in an accepted standard format (high bitrate mP3 please)
and let me walk away [and play it on the de-nce of "my" choosing].
#10 POSTED BY WEIGHTEDCOMPANIONQ.!J.BE. EEJt8..l!!;RY_60....60..0.9..J:.§1.PM.

<V

Nidknyte - MP3 might be universal, but it isn't free as in speech OR beer.
Strictly speaking, all distributors of products or media that utilize MP3 must pay royalties
to Thompson/Fraunhofer.

a

Sheesh, they've even got website: http://rrm31kellsing&QJl)i
#11 POSTED BY JEFE • fEBRUARY 2Q,1!009 2M..!:M

<V

Is it just a myth that what people find on the internet (stuff they can download), they
expect to gelfor free? And that's just because people figured out how to share music with
their friends (or some variant there,o.f). to the point where it became the perfect way to get

music without paying for it. I want DMR free music and audio books, but then there has to

,
http://www.boingboing.netl2009/02/26/a-fair-eula-for-down.html
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be some logical way to deal with pirated entertainment. AI surveillance of all net traffic?
She will know If the files are allowed. No mOre child porn either. Mother will make the
internet safe again.

#12 POSTED BY NUR, FEBRUARY..2.§,.2.Q9JL4;.1§J>..M

@

I think it's still too early to say "don't violate copyright law" and leave it at that. The field's
been around for a long, long time but the principles have only been applied to individuals
in the last 15 or so years ..

,'-"

"

.

The majority of people alive today (including my 20 year old self) would have been alive
when it was still only commercial publishers or the most fevered of photocopying
librarians who could even attempt to breach copyright law. The law On the area is in no
way settled and until the law actually is settled it's literally against people's human rights
to expect them to follow the. strange and unwritten rules that they don't know yet.
Wait a few years, watch the outcome of a few trials which aren't immediately called
mistrials (especially wait for one which actually takes place in the UK) before you can
actually point to "copyright lawu as something you can follow or at least not break, at least
beyond common sense things like if "someone pays someone else to record an album and
. you download it for free maybe someone III mind".
#13 POSTED BY TAKUAN , E.I;eBJ,!e.RY 2~09 4:2~.P_M

@

"do not bind the mouths ofthe kine that tread the grain"
#14 POSTED BY .M!Q!S.tfO'j; , EEBRI)A[D'..2.§JQQ9

6:~..M

@

@10 " ... Nidknyte - MP3 might be universal, but it isn't free as in speech OR beer ... "

Where in my post did I utter the word free? And why does everyone dogmatically equate
mp3 with theft. You've been trained very, very well.
Sheesh, I even wrote it in plain English.
#15 POSTED BY 'l'IEIGtiTI:DQOMPANIOHQlJBE,

FEBB\l!\By.;n.<.QQ~.9:QZpM

http://www.boingboing.netl2009/02/26/a-fair-eu!a-for-down.htm!
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Midknyte - MP3 != theft. I never said that, and you're obnoxious for saying I did. Can you
read "plain English"?
Ijust pointed out that even though everyone uses it, it's not the best choice for DRM-free
purchased music. If I'm paying close to the saine price as a CD, I'd like something lossless
such as FIAC and compress it to whatever format I please.
#16 POSTED BY MIDKNYTE ,.E];_BRUARY 2_B.cl_O_Ql!._Mll.P.M

<V

Yes, I have a chip on my shoulder and I barked. Sorry.
'

..'- -Post a comment
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Mark sez, til brought a few EdIson Cylinders in for the elementary kids we're coaching for
a Maker-like school competition called Mind Games here in Richmond, VA. (Innovation,
compare to iPhone, etc). Since they'll be returning to the idea later I thought some pies
would save the loo-year old pieces a grubby-fingered death. That's where the 35-cent
price floor jumped out at me. I knew he was brutal about IP, but dayyum, international
price cartels toO?"
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Patented in Great Britain t Germany, France and other Countries. This record is sold
upon the condition that it shall not be re-sold to or by any unauthorized dealer or
used for duplication, and that it shall not be sold. or offered for sale, by the original,
or any subsequent purchaser (except by authorized jobber or factor to an authorized
retail dealer) for less than 35 cents in the United .States, nor in other countries for
less than the price given in the current Edison catalogues of the country in which it

I

.
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is sold. Upon any breach of this condition, the license to use and vend this record,
implied from such sale, immediately iehninates.
EULA - End User License Agreement. Edison invented that. too (Thanks, ,Mark})

See also: Record

industrvJ;>J1MJ'r..Q!!1J~Z

posted in: CIVLlB, '-;OP.'fFIQ!:!I, GADG."-D., )-IISTORY,

'liP
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~
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SEND

MW_sIC
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Discussion
#1 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS, JANUtIBY.R2Q0911:1ll.E'M

@

Man, FUCK the RlMI
Wait, this is from before the RIM was founded? Say what?
#2 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS • JIl.t:!UA.RY..l.3,.2QQ~ __.1M.9. EM

@

Thomas Edison was: an asshole, thats whyhe electrocuted an elephant to prove Tesla's AC
was dangerous. !illp.lLLwyrwcllQlngl1Qip.&!)gU2QQ.llLQ1/j)3ftdi~o!!_:electrp.cuted.htmI It is

unsuprising that he had a hellishly stupid EULA.
#3 POSTED BY ~E.kIB.Q , .l&!'i.U.!\R'LH,.'Q.Qitt~;[6M

@

That's the thing. Since they started printed books they have been trying to hammer home
an EULA, and with every generation of new technology comes the cultural legal Luddites
to try and scare people with fear mongered nonsensical forced contracts. Only to have

http://www.boingboing.net/2009/0 1/13/th omas-.edisons-cra pp.html
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their greed proven wrong eventually by a court or economic reality.

#4 POSTED BY DRHAGG!ll

e, ,!""-t,LU6B)'~~2009 j;'l.ll.8M

@

This looked familiar. Looks like Xeni scooped you in 2006. Still, it needs repeating to
remind us how far we've come/how far left to go when it comes to copyright.
!l!!p..JL~~Qqiggb..Qin~~!!rtL2oQ.6/J;!J~Qhe-':Q'R.,i!1(!!l.m·y,d,m,.l:!!ml

#5 POSTED BY QQ8'LO'oQIQBQ'l!I.

i-"t;U""-RX.H,_21l.9.~_L§2.AM

@

Thanks, Dr Haggis!
#6 POSTED BY !l8!'ffijllACH.&8 • JANl1AR),_14"20Q~.1~5.zAM

@

You know Tesla would have given it to the world for free, just to benefit future generations
of hum ani!)!.
#7 POST.D BY GJL.BERT WHilM • ,[ANUARY_14.~J)m"~QLt._M

@

My brother has, in his bathroom, an earthenware bottle of similar vintage which has a
. EULA on it stating what you're allowed to use it for. I shall endeavour to get pictures.

#8 POSTED BY UG.L Y CANJ1ClS , J&!i\.!"8.Y.J.4,.£QQlL~~1.8-"M

@

bananachair, are you trying to be arch/ironic? I don't know about tesla, but Dr. Salk gave
his polio vaccine away for the benefit of humani!)!.
Good people do that sometimes, that is , something for the good of others without reward.
I know that's contrary to neo-con/neo-lib theology, but so what?

#9 POSTED BY TAKUAN ,.JAiiUARY 14...l.009.lUJL8M

<!)

what shall we do then, with all these lawyers?
@
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#10 POSTED BY UGLY..9A@J;;.K, ,J6NUARY.J~~2Q9~~:<!!l-6M

Ya know, both Ontario (in retail stores) and Quebec (in their pubs) have recently enforced
price floors on the price of beer.

I suspect we shall see more "minimum floor prices", should deflation really start to bite.
As to lawyers, we little people need a thick forest of Laws to hide in. Some lawyers are like
brush-clearers, others are like

tree~planters.

As to "what we shall do" with them, use them as you would any other tool.

Boy have I seen some people hurt themselves through the ignorant use of tools.
#11 POSTED BY §.lNQBM • "AN.!!ARY.H.~~.1M.M

<!)

Mr. Kalashnikov never got any royalties for his little invention. Aild he's still alive,

Then again, the kalashnikov has killed millions if not hundreds of milllions of people.
I still prefer him to the RIM.
jrandomness

#12 POSTED BY GREGLONDON

e.

JANUAB-X.14 2009

6:2_~..AM

<!)

"it shall not be resold"
Wow.A forewarning of the RIM's attempt to keep stores from selling used CD's a century
later?
#13 POSTED BY TAKUAN •.JAN1L6.B.Y..11~:W09.§~!j.~.l\M

<!)

not everyone can afford these tools, and yet they are cut by them. Is it ethical for a
struggling single mother who finds herself sued by RIM lawyers over her child's music
download to strike at the agent of her suffering? Asymmetric warfare?

#14 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS. JANIj6RY 1412JLQi§:55AM

<!)

Well arguably, part of the reason for this onerous EULA was that the cylinders were NOT

http://www.boingboing.netl2009/01/13/thomas-edisons-crapp.html
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protected by copyright.
#15 POSTED BY FOUROBOROS. JANUARY 14..2009 7;QJ,AM

<V

@drhaggis -- Hadn't seen that post, hut the EULA Was the news in Xeni's piece. As I said
in the note that Cory posted (I'm Mark), the ridiculous price-fix idea is the little gnome
that popped out for me.

#16 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS.

,!ANU8RUU.9Qn;~e_e-..M

<V

It sounds threatening, hut it's legal nonsense. A sale implies that you pass ownership of

<:.

the goods. You can't license a.right to use something to the person who already owns it.
Similf!.rly, you don't have privity of.contract between the original seller and the buye~ one

transaction down the line from the original one.
#17 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS, ,It\lli.!8BY_H..20Jl.9J;o.4AM

<V

Huh.ADRM drum
#18 POSTED BY "NODO ,JANUARY.14.. 2009 9;02 AM

<V

In Edison's defense: you should know that at that time there were literally no laws
whatsoever regarding copyright for sound recordings. One amusing fact is that right at the
outset of the recording industry, the companies that subsequently became the titans of the
."':'~'"

entertainment world started out by copying each others' recordings. There was nothing

that could be done legally at the time that could stop copiers, so recording companies
added these sorts of EULAs so that at least the original publisher could go after the
. infringer for contract violation.
Edison was not at all alone in this. In fact, due to some shenanigans in the courts at the
time, the Victor Talking Machine Company was forced to IIlease" its records l not sell them,

They had an even more restrictive EULA, which you can see on the pictures of the labels
here:
http://~J):laiMlli:ingnr_e~gQ.mLYi!;!9.LJ..,h.!m.1

<V
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#19 POSTED BY \{!QJ..l;.t~< , "6oN.JH>,RY.1.L200!l..9;~§.6M

HeyCory--I suggested a link for BB to a photo of a EULA on a similar-vintage cylinder in
·November 2008. Must have slipped by you. For what it's worth, the image quality is much
better--see it here: h.t:ll1.;LL~f!ickr.J;Q.I!1..L!!h9JQ§bthitn1l1QL3.QZ?957.8.Z7j
#20 POSTED BY PINet[e!w.. J6N\!'fl!'.j'.1.~""<.QQ.9.2_;1~!'M

<!>

@1l

Are you talking about JUST the AK-47, or do you mean all weapons bearing the
Kalashnikov brand? Because I thought the guy designed the AK-47 for the Soviet military,
giving them all rights to the design along the way. But the company still exists, and they
still make different models today.
As for the Edison EULA: yeah, Edison was an ass. He wasn't exactly known for being a
kindly old man, after all, but rather as a brutally effective businessman.

#21 POSTED BY I8!S.l)AN • ;!6I:j!lARY 14 2009_~;~.PM

<!>

Edison purchased most of his patents.

#22 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS. JANU6RY 14 20094:27.EM

<!>

And he DID NOT invent the light bulb
,"'-~'.

#23 POSTED BYQRH,t>gGlI>

~, ;!6I:jl)ARY.1.4..~QQV;47PM

<!>

@fouroboros I brought up the previous post, not to criticize, but to inform. This one is a
o

little different, with the noted price fix inclusion. I don't think the "See also" was there
when it first came up.

Electronic copies and Creative com.mo~s would have made Edison's head explode. Not out
of confusion, but out of the lack of control he would have over the process.

#.4 POSTED BY SPIR~IN , ~ANUAR·C1Q...200~ 2:~..AM

http://www.boingboing.netl2009/0 1113/thomas-edisons-crapp.html
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You know - calculating the consumer price index back tells us that $0.35 in 1908 is worth
$8.14 today.
Other indexes are available, see here:
http://www.~asuringw.9J:th.~mLuscom..Irn.:r~

That's not too far off the price of an album on iTunes. !tjust goes to show ... something.
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You can also comment al!.Qnym.Q!lsly below:
WARNING: Anonymous messages are held for moderation. This could take a (long)
while. Or your comment may not be posted at all. Please consider !:r!<'!Q!l.&.!ill....!l"Jl!'-'!t and
logging in. It's fast, free, and we don t sparn, ever.
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The ctiminals who sell the Zeus malware have added an end-user license agreement to
their "product," setting out a bunch ofterrns controlling how the criminals who buy their
products may use it, and threatening dire technological reprisals for violations:
Symantec security·researcher Liam OMurchu has details on this latest development.
The help section of the latest version of the Zeus malware states that the client has
no right to distribute Zeus in any business or commercial purpose not connected to
the initial sale, cannot examine the source code of the product, has no right to use
the product-to control other botnets, and cannot send the product to anti-virus
companies. The client does agree to "give the seller a fee for any update to the
product that is not connected with en:ors in'the work, as well as for adding
additional functionality." Modern license agreements take a great deal of (deserved)
fire for being absurdly draconian;but even the likes of Adobe and Microsoft don't
claim that purchasing a version of their respective products locks the user into
buying future editions.
It's obviously difficult for the manufacturers of an illegal product to threaten legal
sanctions against an infringer, but the Zeus authors give'it their best shot.
According to the EULA, "In cases of violations of the agreement and being detected,
the Client loses any technical support. Moreover, the binary code of your bot will be
immediately sent to antivirus companies. n Frankly, nWe'll blow your kneecaps off
and feed them to you," might be a bit more effective as a threat, but I suppose it's a
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bit hard to carry out that threat over the Internet.
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Discussion
#1 POSTED BY PIPENTA, i\PRIL 29 20084:1l1\M

<V

The whole business of these damn EULAs is absolutely insane anyway. Really, this is no
crazier than the so-called legit ones,
It's kind of perfect, in a bizarro universe kind of way, really...
#2POSTEDBYPIPENIA,AP~l~9,20084:19AM

<V

.Come to think of it, I've run into people who really think like this. This is the way a
cluster-b personality disordered person reasons,

Ime shudders,

#3 POSTED BY ,LQNN

e, I\PRlL_~,..2QQ.lLo:39 AM

<V

Criminals licensing criminal software'to each other. Violation will incur the wrath of an
underworld lawyer in an underworld court overseen by the uber underworld judge.
#4 POSTED BY §..I,@.I.LLIURIL.!; , t\f'Rll~_'P08'§;'"-4.AM

<!>

That's nothing, You should see the EULA my dealer made me sign last time I bought
Heroin (VI.O) from him!
!lIn the event that Heroin becomes your drug interface of choice, the user agrees that all
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future "licenses" will be purchased at double the original cost directly from Big Louie Drug
Tech Solutions LLP."
#5 POSTED BY GEEKSAREMYPEEPS . APRIJ..29. 29.08 6:51AM

<V

Stories like th~ are why I no longer Ii~ed to read the Onion.

#6 POSTED BY NOEN • APR!.llIUJt08 8:44 AM

<D

Ayyyyyyyyy! Wassa madder? We're jest doin' bidness 'ere.
"-

#7 POSTED BY ~J.illDY6Q , Affill..2ll..-'W_~9."'-M

<V

Great chutzpah! Right up there with the kid who kills his parents asking for leniency
. because he's a 'poor orphan boy,'
#8 POSTED BY AGENT 86 , APRIL ;l.Q.2Q~8M

<V

They always screw you with those LLPs, right TURTLE?

Post a comment
j..ogin or create an accou:p.t to comment on this entry.
You can also .cQmm~.nt anonYill.Q.!lID:.R.~19w:

W ARNIN G: Anonymous messages are held for moderation. This could take a (long)
while. Or your comment may not De posted at all. Please consider cre.!!ting.a!l'lCc,QuI)t and
logging in. It's fast, free, and we donlt spam, ever.
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A reader writes: "Check out the EULA for the Department of Homeland Security's web
page for applying for travel visa waivers!" This is possibly the most obnoxious pop-up I've
ever seen. Imagine the federal government making you agree to waive your legal rights in
order to read about one of its programs! Welcome to the Electronic System for :trave.!
Authorization Web Site.
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#1 POSTED BY LSK , 9..cToeggJ§..lQ9.§.~aHM
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<V

"Imagine the federal government making you agree to waive your legal rights in order to

read about one of its programs!"

.Yes, imagine it.

-.

Then see it.
#2 POSTED BY MDH ,OCTOBER 12. 2008 8:17 PM

<V

"I don't want to sell anything bought or processed, or buy anything sold or processed, or
process anything sold, bought, or processed, or repair anything sold, bought, or
processed. "

--lloyd Daubler

#3 POSTED BY EL STINKO, OCTOBER 16 20088:21 EM

<V

What do you expect? It's the DHS! That's EXACTLY what they were created for. I think it's
naive to think that this sort ofthing "doesn't" happen if you visit their site. I mean- do you
think that these things don't happen if you visit the CIA or FBI websites just because you
don't explicitly agree to it? ~onlt get me wrong, I am not condoning it by inaction. Quite
the opposite; I think the DRS should be completely dissolved (I'm not going into all that
now though). All I am saying is that at least they are nice enough to as your permission
before trampling your rights, beca~se it surely is happening elsewhere without your

knowledge:
#4 POSTED BY 1BQl'JIX , PCTOjlJ;,B-j§..100M;25 EM

<V

Not only that, but using Safari on the Mac, you don't even have the option to disagree!
You can either press OK or you can force quit the browser.
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#5 P.oSTED BY M , .oCTQBER 16, 2008 8::rrJ:M
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®

I'm not sure, neither beipg a lavvyer nor playing one on TV, but this would seem to
contradict their privacy act statement:
!lttps:llesta.cbp.dhs.gov/esJ~Jpri,,!©,.htl11,

#6 P.oSTED BY MUOSJj ,9_CJl)BE!'Ltq, 200S S,35LM

®

@#4:

I was jUst coming here to post that. Now, I'm thinkin' that'd be illegal, right? Pretty much
forcing me to agree to something like that? ah, government, I love how you continually
insult me and mock my rights. Keep on truckin'.

#7 P.oSTED BY AN.oNYM.oUS., .oCTOBER 16. 2008 S:4iEM

®

Actually, there's a regulation out that says this kind of message is supposed to be the first
thing users see when visiting a government site, though DHS gets it wrong in that they're
displaying an older message-~the newest message contains more legalese. Most
government webmasters either ignore it, put a link to it, or place it at the bottom of the

main page. DHS is doing a literal interpretation of the reg.
#8 P.oSTED BY AN.oNYM.oUS ,QQ.ToJl.cR 16~200H.:~J.J"M

®

I clicked the little X in the window and got through fine. I didn't agree to anything.

- whereisian

#9 P.oSTED BY WERQi'!,o,QREB , OCTO~_ERJl!~~_QQ~..ft;5U>M

®

But wait ...there's no way to,opt out. Isn't the point ofEULA that you can decide to not

comply and "not" use the software/enter the website/etc? All yOU can do is click OK.
Essentilly, the DHS is forcing you to accept whatever they want do to and you have no
choice about it.
(0)
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#10 P.oSTED BY AN.oNYM.oUS , .oCT.oBER 1§. 20088:58 PM
Don't they know grammar? It should say that the DHS computer system and any related

equipment ARE subject to monitoring. Oh, wait, Ijust got an email saying, "an your is are
belong to us".
Go listen to any interview with James Bamford about his new book on the NSA. They saw
these bits before you did, as did agencies outside the US".

#11 P.oSTED BY MQJj, .oCT.oBER

@

16~W!LM!l.EM

Essentil/y, the DHS isforcing you to accept whatever they want do to and you have no
choice about it.
6 years down the DHS rabbit-hole and you're finally figuring it out. Welcome,
#12 P.oSTED BY DEWYNKEN • .oCT.oBER 16. 200~~M

@

That EULA is w'orse than prison sex.
#13 P.oSTED BY II\lill.....tI.

Q.QT.oBE.BJ.Q~W8

9'33

~M

@

http://blog.wired.c.QmLP!!Q!.Q~Ll1.lli'~~gQ.ri~QE-'LQ~JQSJ.Q§!micJgeLc!!e.r!ofC6{jg~..iRg

#14 P.oSTED BYI6!SMAN . QCIP.BI;.R:J§.,.20Qe g;:H.EM

@

ht\j1;U-upload.wiltim~j~,Qrg!;ri)gllediaLcQmmQQ~!ll]l!m!;>!~!.al/MichaeLChertpJCofficiaL D HS...Photo ... p'ortrai.L'.QQ]"jpgL 4 ZQ.~

:MichaeLC.hertoff. officillLP.lI~hotQ_P-Qtlrait. 2QQ.2.illg
#15 P.oSTED BY I&I,JAN • QQ.IQ§JOJ310.2QQ!l.~~35 eM

@

·!!no;JJWW}'f,J!.lilitaITima&es.'lle!/1l.h-.9iQP!l!lUdata/PJ5!.Gp ehl1ills..illg
#16 P.oSTED BY ]]:!gMl@EANIAQILQ.Q.Q.IOllJOK.1o•.?QQ.UQ;19.P!Y1

@

Why does anyone care anymore, the America experiment has failed." rights and freedoms
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which you people used to point towards as being the basis of all that was good and holy
have been removed. The experiment is over ... and you people watChed it end with your
eyes open very much aware what was going on ... but it was all so big picture you didn't
think that it would ever get so far. and it was more interesting to watch Top Model,

American Idol, and the National Sports more than the politicans ripping everything to
shreds around you ... you saw it coming you let it happen ... now that its over LET IT GO.
#17 POSTED BY:rA~~.. QQIQ~.£.8, 16. 2.o.o~_tQ:.~.E.M

@

lind that is the test.
',-_.

#18 POSTED BY NEllFRASER. QCTOBE.8,j6 i.o.o!L1.Il:3o..PM

@

That's a standard JavaScript alertO, there's no return value. Which means there is
absolutely no way for them to know if you pressed OK (agree) or clicked the close X.
They should have used the confirmO f\mction instead.
.#19 POSTED BY EOETUSNALL , QQIOBER 1§..2Q.Q§J.Q;.o.1-.!:M

@

Maybe they just don't care if you agree or not, and as a government site providing a public
service they probably must let you through, whether you click ok or refuse.

#2.0 POSTED BY

ILMQ$.EB.~, QQJ.Q!l_I;B.1§~_2QP.!L19~.o')~M

@

Er, where, exactly, ~re they suggesting you must wai~e your legal rights in order to use
their web site?
There's nothing onerous about this; they're simply stating that they reserve the right to
monitor all traffic betw'een your computer and their web site, and to take appropriate
action.
If anything, it sounds like standard best practices for ensuring their web site isn't subject
to abuse.
Now, ifthey were to take benign traffic and report that to, say, the FBI as abuse, then
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perhaps that would be out of line (much like using the DMCA to fraudulent takedown
notices), but nothing of the sort is implied here.
#21 POSTED BY MARKHE\. OCTOBER 1£h 2008 11 :05 PM

<!)

Possibly the most ironic use of the word "Welcome tl in a page header.
#22 POSTED BY PFI,J;.TJ;:.!:!§B, gCT.g6J;S.J!L2Q.Q.811:~§.pM

<!)

LOL this entire post can be summarized as:
,~

OMG teh logz!
Most badly worded warning about logging I've ever seen. But it doesn't sound anything
more than many (most?) sites do already - capture data about your visit. The bigger the
site, the harder this problem, so it's much more likely that all the data is stored in
smaller/mid-sized sites. Larger sites probably only capture aggregate data and specific
bits of interesting stuff, else they have massive logs to deal with every day.
Every site I've ever been involved with (dozens or more now) log lots of info about every

click.
#23 POSTED BY

TEKN~j107

,gCTOBER 17,.2.QQ.a.12;11AM

<!)

themindfantastic @ 16
l11hy does anyone care anymore, the America experiment hasfailed ... now that its over
LETITGO.

Hang on. Help is on the way.
#24 POSTED BY EOET\,J!'NA.L~ . Q,CT.Q!l.E.B..1L.2.QQ§.1.:z.:.118M

<!)

This site collects a lot of data as well, but they don't have a direct line to the guys in black.
#25 POSTED BY MAIT3Q!?' , g.cIQ~R.1.z..2QQ§.2:~JAM
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Is nobody actually worried there's sucb a thing as an "Electronic System for Travel
Authorization"? I'm sure its function is completely innocent right now, but how soon do
you have to apply for a pennit to visit your out~of-state friends?

#26 POSTED BY Q.V RE->lQLUTJON8R\, , .Q.G.I9BEfUL£9't&.<A.lUIM

@

This statement doesn't ask you to give up a single right. It spells out what they may do
with data ihe feel was generated in the commission of a fraud.

"'~"

Like reading you your Maranda Rights it is actually a short self contained civics lesson.
This is not that-polished but it feels just as welcoming. It is meant to put you on guard.
#27 POSTED BY BAS,LOHN , QCI.QB!;'!UL£9Q§_6;.'.~..A.M

@

It needs a "No it's not fucking okay" button too.

#2§ POSTED BY

NICHOLA§_WEA.\!.~R

e, QCTO.!!ERJ1,l9.Q~];Q6.AM

@

This is NOT an abusive EULA.
Rather, it is a notification that the DHS, as operator of the network and remote
computer in question, will actually be enforcing its rights to monitor and protect its
own systems from criminial activity and other abuse.

This is exactly why there is no "decline" button. This is a notification that the DHS will
actually be doing what it ·is allowed to do.
So are you saying that the DHS doesn't have the rights to monitor its own systems (the
ones you are contacting) to detect abuse?

Or that it shouldn't tell you about it?
#29 POSTED BY .cOQU"RQDUCTI> , QCIQEtI;B..1L.29.Q§.Z;'1AM

@

I'm pretty certain that there isnlt anything sinister going on with this.
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.#30 paSTED BY JACaRD , aCTaBER lL)OQ8 8:29 AM

rPage 9 of 12

<V

Abusive EULA? I don't think so ... That message boils down to "we check our web logs."
Big deal.
#31 POSTED BY §.8M§8M, OQ.rQBJ;B.J7 ~008 8;~_~.8M

<V

Like #28 says, this is not an EULA. You don't need to agree to anything.
What makes it confusing is the unnecessary line at the bottom:

By clicking OK below or by using this system you consent 10 the terms set forth
in this notice.
(a) The OK button thus has no meaning (except as a way to close the window), so they
should have left the first clause out t~ avoid confusing this with a EULA.
(b) There are no terms to consent to, just as we donlt have any terms to consent to when
BoingBoing logs our information. We don't have a choice.

#32 POSTED BY EG@ , P-CIQS];B.JL2.QP1L§:§4AM

<0>

Simple solution: disable Javascript before going to the site, and you'll never be notified of
those terms. Ifyou'·re not made aware ofthe terms, how can you possibly agree to them?

#33 POSTED BY SAME. qC,[9~"B.j]~.•PM.1Q.;.1.1AM

<V

This is actually a pretty standard security notice. And if I remember right, they don't

actually even have to display this notlee. It pretty much boils down to "We log what you do
on this system, and we inspect those logs. If you do something you're not supposed to,
we'll take appropriate actions." They have the right to do those things anyway, so the
notice is pretty much just a courtesy. I hope nobody out there thinks that if they cancel the
notice, or do something illegal on a government website that doesn't display a notice like
this, that they will somehow automagically be exempt from prosecution.
Move along, nothing to see here.
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#34 POSTED BY 8NQM6bY69 , Q(:TOBEl'U.?~OOUO:57:P,M

rPage 10 of 12
<!)

It doesn't surprise me any more.
However, you could just close to popup by clicking the X. You have not clicked yes, you
have not agreed, but the you can still use·the site.

#35 POSTED BY KENEK"

e, QQIQIl."~-1.L'.QQ§._11:.4§_,.,M

<!)

Looks a lot .like the pop up we have here at Boeing on our computers. Of course, ifs
actually work computers and not our personal ones.

#36 POSTED BY ft,YICH , QC-IQ.~.EK1L?QQ6. .12:4;LP.M

<!)

opt out???? LOL... never ... they do it no matter if you agree or not ... they do it with
everything ... here they are just telling you about it ... it's not a choice it's a disclaimer ...
#37 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS , QCIQ.flEIU1~"Q.Q§.1.;.Q3.EM

<!)

@#15Takuan
http://.en .l\'ikipJl.dia ,0rgll'iil<iLMr. .B l!ms
#38 POSTED BY

QUER~!:I.I

, OCTQBg.R17~2008 9M.PM

<!)

damn takuan, you teh man

#39 POSTED BY SHMERKEB , OCTOBER 1L<008 L1;2...PM

<!)

This isn't really an. agreement so much as a fair warning. It's actually kind of nice how up
front they're being about it. The truly lame part is the sloppy implementation. If you really
are asking so~eone to agree to something you need some' kind of command for
disagreeing. The 'x' button doesn't really count since-as someone already pointed out-

it's not there in all browsers. It's also pretty lame to put that much text into an alert box
where it can't be copied and pasted for 'your own records*. What this is going to is

needlessly scare people about what's really not a big· deal. I really don't see how this is any
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more invasive than anything the DHS already does.

* I've never understood why windows doesn't let you copy and paste from a message box,
it would save a lot oftime troubleshooting.

#40 POSTED BY m,QQl)J'!!ECE

~. 9J;JOBER_.1~."JLQ~~~<Q.8M

<V

I'm using Firefox on OSX and just hit escape to bypass the popup.
#41 POSTED BY KAJ,..Y!AMA. Q.QI.Q~g,R.t~ •. 'QQ.ll.J".~02.AM

',-

<V

This looks a lot like what the internal gov't EULA/warnings will s~y, which is: we monitor
our traffic and check our .weblogs. my guess is that it was e-asier to post something similar

to that than formulate a whole new eula. not much to see here, move along .. ,
#42 POSTED BY ANONYMOUS • QC..JQBER.llL29.Q.&.§'.>Z.8M

<V

@39: It's perfectly easy to copy text from dialogs in Windows. Depending on the type, you
press either Ctrl+C or Ctrl+Shift+lns when one has the focus. Sometimes you can just
. copy the text the usual way by selecting it first. But yOll can almost always copy it some

way or other.

.,...-.,,,

Oh, and for the OP: You should check out Wl,nS.!Jll.ll (nagware these days, but version
1.1.10 is still available at ntwind~-';9.!!lLdoWl)JQ;0LqlC!) for taking screenshots of dialogs
(and anything else, for that matter).

Post a comment
.Login or GI'e~e an a~~cOl.!nt to comment on this entry.

You can.also ~omme!l.LanQ!lJl!!l.Q.l!ill'..l>!;1.Ql'!':

W ARNIN G: Anonymous messages are held for moderation. This could take a (long)

w1:lile . .or your comment may not "be posted at all. Please consider g:~a"thJgJ!.Q .a9~P)')I1t and
logging in. It's fast, free, and we don't spam, ever.
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Crazy EULA makes you agree to a bunch of other EULAs
POSTED BY l;.QBY_Q.Qg:QB.QiY, OCTOBER 11,

2007 6:24 PM

,"-, SI2-(.tlon bro-ught to you by
-, .... - " ...
.. -.... -..- .....

1.e.~8MA"-NK

ilT1og,nl;t'~ll1ln Wd'l;

~.--

~I~j;in±o the Smart Grid

Sam installed a IE plugin called Web Viewer today. and when he clicked on the license
"agreement, II he noticed that it contained this clause:
",-"

~
W

SEARCH

cl.iek h'ere:and:5H a digital holo.grom of the

:.t'

smart Grid c:amE! to life in your honds.

The Software may contain third party software which requires notices and/or
additional terms and conditions. Such required third party software notices and/or
additional terms and conditions are made a part of and incorporated by reference
into this EULA, By accepting this EULA. you are also accepting the additional terms
and conditions, if any, set forth therein.
Get that? When youagree to the EULA for Web Viewer. you also agree to a bunch of other.
nonspecified lIagreements" somewhere else. Better hope that there's nothin' unreasonable
'in theml Link (Thanks. Sam!)
...... _.... ____________.__ 0".-._._--._-.
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#1·POSTED BY MNEPTOK

e,

gCTOBER 11

2907 6:~l...EM

Leave it to IE to need a plugin to view the web.
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#2 P.oSTED BY !L1gO'p' , O_G..19BER 11 ~'P07 6:45_PM

rPage 3 of 8
@

I would hope that such nODwspecific BS is unenforceable since' it, 'like almost all ELUAs,
says that you agree to whatever they decide to say now- or in the future, in perpetuity.
#3P.oSTEDBYS5,~CT.oB~LL~QL~P-M

@

By reading this com~ent, you agree to cook me din~er every night for a week ..
@

#4 P.oSTED BY DCULBERS.oN , QQT.oBE8.Jl,_2Q.Q7 7.&''ph1

Crap! I don't have time for that! Oh well ... hope you like ramen.
#5 P.oSTED BY N.oN-B_S-GADQ!;J-ACC.oUNT , .oCT.oBER l:L.QQn;Q~.PM

@

@ss:
damn, ;just did! ok then, where do you live and what do you like to eat?

#6 P.oSTED BY MUSICMAN

e, o.CI.oBEI3...1..t--<QQn;09 PAl

@

beaten to it by mneptok - wtf does IE need a "web viewer" for?
...--.

When you get to the product page (
http://www.anbsoftware,~Q,ll.kLyjgYillrQ_ilQtlJ1lm!'.ill,,,n

lit claims (lolz):

"This program has been developed·to give Windows Mobile users the facility to have a
very useful and functional tabbed web browser. Other tabbed mobile web browsers are
either bulky, slow, or not free. This program is entirely free to use and uses Pocket
Internet Explorer to show the web pages."
I take it they mean free beer, not free speech :)

I·

-

#7 POSTED BY D-'~AGPNPHYBE , .oCT.oBER 11, 2QQZL271'.M
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I had a frog. Its name was peepers. It eated little bugs. I liked him. It's sad that a EULA

made me eat him.
#8 POSTED BY M8QMP.J,ECULE , OCT.Q!2fRj.l.1QQE:~g...eM

<!)

Better hope that there's nothin I u.nreasonable in them!
I'd say one should hope there IS something unreasonable; you're more likely to get the
whole meSs voided that way.

#9 POSTED BY ANDREW

e.

OCTOBER 11 2007

7~4§.PM

<!)

This looks like a pro forma agreement they bought for a few dollars on which they just
changed the business name. It also looks like a US agreement, despite the company being
UK based and the EULA citing UK jurisdictioQ (e.g. there's no reference to the company's
liability for death or personal injury). The clause cited above would almost certainly be
held to be unfair in a consumer cohtract (e.g. see P43 of thi~ ..<iQ~U!!l_e.DJ:).
(Caveats: I didn't read the whole thing (I read enough of the damn things anyway for stuff
I actually do want to install) and, of course, !ANAL.)

#) 0 POSTED BY

~f'j

e. OCTOBER, 1t2QQZ..8:2...eM

<!)

I can't imagine this aspect ofthe EULA is enforceable. But it would still take a chunk of
cash and a good bit of time to prove it in court.

#11 POSTED

BYlill!~.!..oHN

Privat~ comment~

e, QCTOBER 11 20078;29 PI.i

<!)

do not read.

1112 POSTED BY MIKECITROME

e.

..o_CJOBEEU1.2.Q9.1.M1..PM

<!)

This looks pretty unenforceable. You can force people to sign all kinds of cockamamie

http://www.boingboing.netl2007/101ll/crazy-eula-makes-you.html
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contracts, it does not mean a judge will give force to them. Even a clause for mandatory
arbitration can be broken if ajudge decides it's abusive or just plain nuts.

#13 POSTED BY

.Sh.M ~, QgmSJ;B.l1L7c.QU:41.P.M

<V

While the contract may not be enforceable, it doesn't change the fact that the software
comes with a bunch ofunidemtified crap.

#14 POSTED BY CJ. QgTOBEfUU007 4:29 AM

'"

<V

Pity, because it actually seems like nice app - for those saying "what does IE need a web
viewer for", it's an add-on for windows mobile users. Pocket IE doesn't allow tabs or
multiple windows, and this adds that functionality.

#15 POSTED BY THORZDAD

e. OCTOBER 12 20DZ.!k4!l.llM

<V

By reading my comment you agree to any and all terms 1 may invent, now and in the
future, with no recourse to appeal or arbitration. Sucks to be you.

#16 POSTED BY TEKPHREAK

e,

9_CTOBEB-.1L<.CIQU;26 AM

<V

What happens if the other EULAs you have to agree to, contain a bunch of other EULAs,
and those EULAs contain even more EULAs.
Congratulations, You soul is now the soul property of Microsoft. Please register it today.
#17 POSTED BY :reB.E§8..NfEcSEN !:IAYDEN J MODERAmB~. Q.CIQ6.EH.. J.<~2..QD7.~:1§AM

<V

Cory, one of these days you ought to blog the text of that anti-EULA you use as your email .sig.

#18 POSTED BY I'llL, OC]OBE[u& 2D!lZ.llIAZ..IIM

<V

Teresa, is it this one?
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. )1ttp:llwww.boingboing.~2aa7Lm/.1..5Lreag)Jjl!bl~~gr~.l.!!l.emg)lJm1.
#1 9 POSTED BY LI:!§..UNU1>!LI\L..§US.P.J;.QJ: • Q~IQJl];£U?,'QQ1.1M~.I\M

<!)

"Cory, one of these days you ought to blog the text of that anti~EUl.A you use as your email.sig,n

Do you mean the ReasonableAgreement EULA?:
!Jjj;pJ.lwww.boingboing.netI20a7Ia112.5Lreas_9-D_~Ql~Mr.§..<-Illi.1!tQ~l)jrnl

#20 POSTED BY ANSISE.lAl:, QQLOBEB..1k..2007 5:3!LEM

<!)

This sort of contract dause is called boiler plate language. Courts usually dont enforce this
language if it is 1) unreasonable, if it is 2) industry wide enough to not afford the
consumer a choice, and if it ;5 3) sOlJ.Lething that a consumer would commonly know to be
. part of the agreement. I dont lmow why so many consumers even bother paying any
attention to these types of agreements, theres nothing you can do about it and most of the
time, if theres a problem, the provision proves unenforceable anyway. Take a chill pill and

dont worry about it.
#21 POSTED BY ~OI:!..I'LG., Q.G.TOBER 13, 2007

6~.§.PM.

<!)

I think Ansisplat left out a "not" in point (3). The more unreasonable or unexpected a

buried provision is, the less likely a court is to enforce it.
The converse is: the more unexpected or unreasonable a provision is, the more you have
to draw someonels attention to it to make it. binding (and some will never be binding, and
some a court would never assume consent to without very strong evidence.)
TI.:tere are good practical and economic reasons for non-negotiated contracts, particularly
for mass-marketed goads and services. The vendor cannot negotiate every transaction at a

reasonable cast.
I understand the motive (or at least can formulate a reasonable one) for the EULAs-

http://www.boingboing.netl200711 Dill I crazy-eula-makes-you.html
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within-a-EULA that started this thread: there really are (or maybe) embedded programs
within the primary program, that may have their own conditions of use (usually that the
end user can't copy them to make his/her own products.)
It would make for better customer relations, and probably for better enforceability if push
ever came

to shove, for the vendor at the top of the heap (Microsoft, in this example and

in so many ways ... ) \0 do its own investigation and legal analysis and make a single EULA
to cover the Whole product.
And why not make it reasonable, while they're at it?
#22 POSTED BY 8lill:IB9POMORPHICtOAST • QQIQ.!lJ'B_~2.Q9.IJ~;;jJ'.M

@

All that just for tabbed browsing? Meh, 111 stick with my PSP and its limited 'net
capabilities, thanks.

Post a comment
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WARNING: Anonymous messages are held for moderation. This could take a (long)
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loggmg m. Itls fast, free, and we don't spam~ ever.
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Sony's EULA is worse than their rootkit
POSTED BY';OBYJLClC_TPRQW, NOVEMBER 9, 2005 3:01 PM

High Energy
A sec1ion brought to you by

_

'm",,,,,',on", w,-"

I Pl"'s,MAJ,JHK

If you're unfortunate enough to buy music from Sony, you may think that the worst thing
they'll do to you is screw you by infecting your computer "With malicious rootkit software.
Not so! Rootkits are only the beginning. If you want to see how Sony really gives its
·cu~tomers the shaft, have a look at these conditions in the license you have to agree to
when you put a Sony music CD in your computer:
If your house gets burgled, you have to delete all your music from your laptop
when you get home. That's,because the EULA says that your rights to any copies
terminate as soon;:,lS you no longer possess the original CD.
1.

2. You can't keep your music on any computers at work. The EULA only gives you
the right to put copies on a "personal home computer system owned by you."

3. If you move out of the country, you have to delete all your music. The EULA
specifically forbids "export" outside the country where you reside.
4. You must install any and all updates, or else lose the music on your computer.
The EULA immediately terminates if you fail to install any update. No more holding

http://www.boingboing.netl2005111/09/sonys-eula-is-worse-.html
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out on those hobble-ware downgrades masquerading as updates.

5. SonY-BMG can install and use backdoors in the copy protection software or
media player to "enforce their_rights" agaipst you, at any time, without notice. And

Sony-BMG disclaims any liability if this "self help" crashes your computer, exposes
you to security risks, or any other harm.
6, The EULAsays Sony-BMG will never be liable to you for more than $5.00. that's
right, no matter what happens, you can't even get back what you paid for the CD.
7. If you file for bankruptcy, you have to delete all the music on your computer.
Seriously.
8. You have no right to transfer the music on your computer, even along with the

·original CD.
9. Forget about using the music as a soundtrack for your latest family photo
slideshow, or mash-Ups, or sampling. The EULA forbids changing, altering, or make

derivative works from the mUSIc on your computer.
Someone tried to tell me the other week that the iTunes Music Store's days were
numbered, because the music industry would shortly begin selling tracks directly to the
public. Dh. Really. Does a company that makes you agree to terms like these, a company
that infects your computer with malicious software, seem competent to offer a service
directly to the public? The music companies are like high-strung obnoxious rock-stars -they need a buffer, like an agent or a retailer, to sit between them and the people who pay
them. If we were to have to deal with the music oligarchs directly, the experience would be
so toxic that 100 percent of the world would turn into Kazaa downloaders in 30 days. Mlll<
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CBC introduces RSS feeds with shitty EULA
POSTED BY IIJ::IiUbRQ.!!'!, DECEMBER 10, 2004 7:56 AM 1E'.!<llM.Ak!NIS
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Reader Ben says,
It would appear that the CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) is finally
exporting RSS feeds, Prior to this they had a headline service, but it was not wildly
used -- though widly critized. Unfortunately they have included a required User
Agreement that boggles the mind in some places, My favorite bits so far:
Guarantees. You represent and warrant that:
*snip*

e) you will not remove, conceal or obliterate any copyright or other proprietary
notice or any credit-line or date.-line or other mark or source identifier included on

the CBC Feed and Feed Content, including without limitation, the size, color,
location or style of CBC/Radio-Canada'TMs trade-mark [AGAIN WILL THERE BE
ANY?]
Ok boys and girls. Leaving [ COMMENTS IN YOUR AGREEMENTS IS PRETrY
DUMB]. [GO DEVELOPERS] Another fun bit:

II

YOU'RE PROBASLYTOO LATE TO BUY THE

Vector FM and NOAA We.ather Alert
Radio with Flashllght- 2 Pack
t-Jn<T TIt1r:. REMENBER TO CHfCK

wool!

-Promotion. You shall not make any promotion or advertisement of the CBC Feed or

Feed Content, without the written authorization of CBC/Radio-Canada.
So by firing this off to the BB crew, I'm in violation?
Mounties, arrest that BoingBoing reader! Link
Reader Brandon Ellis says,
So stupid .. not to mention that

the pagelisting..th~JssJeeID! is unprotected AND

http://www.boingbaing.net/2004/12/1 O/cbc-introduces-rss-f.html
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listed in the source page with the EULA agreement. Think I'll build a web service
that illegally accesses their feeds and runs teh results through the Shizzolator .. then
I'll sell it. :-)
Reader Chris Beck says,
I think the most egregious portion of the RSS EULA is: "Website Exclusivity. You
guarantee that the CBC Feed or Feed Content shall be the exclusive content on your
website from a general news and infonnation provider."
R~ader Bo'ris says,

"'--.

. The CBC feed "agreement" has already been fixed! Quick! Personally, I feel the best
part of the agreement is ·certainly: "g) for the duration of the Agreement, you shall
not behave in any way or participate in any activity deemed by the Canadian public
to be morally reprehensible." So canadian!
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Mark sez, nNow there's a EULA when you check out of Home Depot. In order to check out
with the cashier, I had to sign an credit card receipt saying I. had been given the
opportunity to read 'customer agreement #156326.' Of course, the agreement was
nowhere in sight."
Sounds like that slip is ripe for a

ReasonableAgre~m~!!1 sticker .

.!..ink (Thanks, Mark!)
Update: Abelard sez, "As a former employee of HD, I bear them no great love, but the slip
Mark was asked to sign is spit out when you do a transaction that involves the 'Special
Services' desk - i.e. either a special order, a delivery or a will call.
"In all three cases the customer agreement is assigned a unique number (in his case,
#156326) and is printed on letter-sized paper with the particulars of the order (items,
colors, delivery date, etc.). This sheet also has disclaimers, such as 'We deliver curbside
only, we won't go into your hQuse' and 'Yes, I truly do want a fire-engine-red bidet and I
know I can't return it.'

II
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''We used to get.the customer to sign off on the 8.5 X 11 and we would keep a copy, but
someone decided it would be easier or more efficient to do this at the checkout.
"Ifhe didn't get a copy of the customer agreement, then his salesperson did a bad job (I
sure hope he knows what hejust paid for, too!)."
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